LEAD GRADUATE SCHOOL & RESEARCH NETWORK

2012-2016
Having been successful with its grant application within the Excellence Initiative of the German Federal and State Governments, the LEAD Graduate School (Learning, Educational Achievement, and Life Course Development) was founded at the end of 2012. Originally there were slightly more than 40 members. Since then, we have seen a rapid growth. Within four years, an interdisciplinary and international network of now more than 130 scientists from over 10 disciplines has been built up, postdoctoral training has been integrated into the program, and several new collaborations and research projects have originated out of LEAD. The growth and development are also reflected in the slightly updated official name: LEAD Graduate School & Research Network.

In the LEAD grant proposal, we formulated eight aims that can also be used to gauge the success of the program:

- Conducting cutting-edge research in fields of high relevance for evidence-oriented education
- Instigating successful interdisciplinary research in critical areas
- Promoting top-quality work in educational research in Tübingen and more generally
- Further increasing international visibility and impact
- Sustainability: creation of lasting structures for high-level research and training at Tübingen University
- Increasing the number of highly-qualified researchers and professionals in the field of evidence-oriented education at all levels
- Maintaining and increasing collaborative partnerships with research institutes such as the Leibniz-Institut für Wissensmedien
- Maximizing translational potential

In the current report, we describe in some detail the progress that has already been made in reaching these goals. As will become evident from the report, LEAD has been very successful in instigating cutting-edge research and successful interdisciplinary endeavors on relevant topics in educational research in Tübingen. Furthermore, there are now professional structures for research and training at Tübingen University, including the LEADing Research Center as a core facility, and collaboration with the two Leibniz Institutes has been established. At the same time, there is still room for improvement in terms of sustainable structures for translational potential. The need for highly-qualified researchers and professionals in the field of evidence-oriented education seems to have increased over the years. Moreover, in 2016, the federal and state governments decided to discontinue funding the Excellence Initiative graduate schools at the end of 2019. Hence, in addition to managing the rapid growth of LEAD-relevant research in Tübingen that we expect to see in the years to come, sustainability will be a major challenge for LEAD.

Ulrich Trautwein
LEAD Director
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ABOUT LEAD
The need to provide high quality education for all citizens, raising competence levels across the board, has become a pressing issue in most modern information and knowledge societies. Despite a broad willingness to implement an evidence-oriented approach to educational policy in many countries, the process is severely impeded by a shortage of empirical data on “what works” in education and by a shortage of qualified experts who help implement such an evidence-oriented approach in educational policies and practices. Furthermore, most pressing research questions in educational research are highly complex. To answer them, an appropriate research environment is necessary.

**KEY QUESTIONS**

The mission of the Tübingen LEAD Graduate School & Research Network is to provide optimal conditions for research and training that allow seven key questions to be addressed and answered: (1) What factors are associated with high and low achievement, and how can achievement levels in reading, mathematics, and science be improved, especially in high-risk groups? (2) How important are motivation and self-regulation for (academic) success in the short term and throughout life, and how can they be enhanced? (3) How can schools best deal with the increasing number of students with mental health problems? (4) How can teaching quality be improved? (5) What are the characteristics of the most effective learning environments and how can such environments be made available to all students? (6) How can the potential of modern media be fully exploited for learning? (7) What are the origins of social disparities in education and how can they be reduced?

**INTERDISCIPLINARITY**

Progress in evidence-oriented educational approaches depends on bringing together expertise and documented excellence from various disciplines, including education sciences, psychology, economics, sociology, informatics, psychiatry, and linguistics. It also involves new developments in research.
methods and study designs. Hence, LEAD integrates several research fields as core disciplines of the research and training program. Five interface areas of high scientific priority are being investigated within an innovative interdisciplinary approach (see figure 1).

LEAD has also inspired a large number of new interdisciplinary collaborations and innovative projects which otherwise would never have been conceived: LEAD has brought together representatives of different disciplines, who, for the most part, did not have common projects before, for example computational linguists and educational scientists (see figures 2 and 3). Thus, interdisciplinary collaboration has become a crucial part of LEAD’s research activities, e.g., intramural project funding is preferably given to projects involving more than one discipline, supervisory teams consist of faculty from two research fields (see figure 4), and doctoral candidates of different disciplines share offices and ideas on a daily basis in the LEAD headquarters.

INTERNATIONALITY

LEAD values internationality both with regard to the content of its research and to the education of the doctoral candidates. Traditionally, education sciences have primarily had a national focus, which in all likelihood has historically been encouraged by the great disparities between educational systems of different countries. By contrast, LEAD has an international focus and regards the differences in educational systems primarily as opportunities for research. Young LEAD scientists benefit from the vast international network of scientists and from the open-minded atmosphere. They are encouraged to gain experience in various
thinking and working environments and are supported in doing so by numerous measures. For example, some doctoral candidates are co-mentored by Distinguished International Professors (see box below).

In a similar vein, the international affiliates, i.e., associated LEAD members from institutions abroad, strengthen certain research focuses (see page 84). International networking and career opportunities for PhD candidates are also supported financially through funds that are available for lab visits and conferences.

**LEAD’S IMPACT**

Since LEAD was founded four years ago, 17 doctoral candidates have submitted their thesis or already earned their PhD in the structured training program. An interdisciplinary research network on Learning, Educational Achievement, and Life Course Development has been established and has developed into a flourishing community. LEAD has had a lasting impact on the University of Tübingen as well. LEAD and the third-party funding that LEAD helped to secure (e.g., the Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology and the Postdoctoral Academy, see page 96) have contributed considerably to the national and international visibility.

As far as faculty is concerned, LEAD has contributed to a broadening of the university’s key competencies in the field of education since the “LEAD fit” has played an important role in the selection of new professors. The faculty is highly productive, having published many papers in high-ranking international journals. LEAD is also well-represented at the most important conferences of its disciplines and is sought-after as an international partner.

These achievements have not gone unnoticed. Adequate public relations activities have made LEAD’s work known to a broader audience; thus, the university has been able to establish itself as an expert on educational matters in the public eye. A list of LEAD’s research achievements can be found in the chapter “Facts and Figures”.

**ORGANIZATION**

The LEAD Graduate School & Research Network is built on lean management structures and flat hierarchies that ensure its efficient governance and successful collaboration among its members. Its individual bodies (red) and accompanying and evaluating bodies (grey) are shown in figure 5.

**DISTINGUISHED INTERNATIONAL PROFESSORSHIPS**

- Clancy Blair, New York University, USA
- Jacquelynne Eccles, University of California, Irvine, USA
- Kou Murayama, University of Reading, UK
- Patrick Rebuschat, Lancaster University, UK
- Brent Roberts, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, USA
- Herman van de Werfhorst, University of Amsterdam, NL
- Tamara van Gog, Utrecht University, NL

The Distinguished International Professors work in Tübingen for several weeks each year. They co-mentor PhD candidates, work together with LEAD members on research projects, and host lab visits.
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ADVISORY BOARD

The advisory board consists of leading scientists in the core research fields of LEAD. As ‘critical friends’, they review the development of LEAD and advise the university and the steering committee on LEAD’s advancement and future plans.

Paul Kirschner (member since 2015, speaker of the advisory board) – Paul Kirschner is a professor of psychology and lifelong learning at the Netherlands Laboratory for Lifelong Learning (NeLLL) and the Department of Psychology at the Open University of the Netherlands as well as a professor of Educational Science at the Research Centre Learning in Interaction at Utrecht University. His areas of expertise include lifelong learning, information and communication technology in education, the development of learning materials for teacher extensive education and distance learning and text characteristics and learning processes.

Jürgen Baumert (member since 2015) – Jürgen Baumert is Director Emeritus of the Max Planck Institute for Human Development, Berlin, Professor of Education at the Humboldt University and the Free University of Berlin. His research and publications focus on learning and instruction, teacher expertise, large-scale international assessments (TIMSS and PISA), development of educational systems, and cognitive and motivational development in childhood and adolescence.

Jill Burstein (member since 2015) – Jill Burstein is the Director of Research for the Natural Language Processing Group in the Research Division at Educational Testing Service in Princeton, New Jersey. Her research interests span natural language processing for educational technology, automated essay scoring and evaluation, discourse and sentiment analysis, argumentation mining, education policy, English language learning, and writing research.

Diana Dolmans (member since 2016) – Diana Dolmans is a professor in the field of innovative learning arrangements at Maastricht University. Since 2016, she has also been the scientific director of the Interuniversity Centre for Educational Research (ICO) in the Netherlands. In her research, she investigates key success factors of innovative curricula within higher education, more specifically problem-based learning. Her studies focus on the role of tasks, the role of the teacher and the role of students within innovative curricula.

Nora Newcombe (member since 2016) – Nora Newcombe is the James H. Glackin Distinguished Faculty Fellow at Temple University in Philadelphia. Her major research fields include cognitive development, cognitive psychology and cognitive science, the development of spatial thinking and reasoning, and the development of episodic memory. She is also the principal investigator of the Spatial Intelligence and Learning Center, a national Science of Learning Center.

Eric Stice (member since 2016) – Eric Stice is a research professor at the University of Texas at Austin and a senior research scientist at Oregon Research Institute. His research has primarily focused on identifying risk factors that predict the onset of eating disorders and obesity, as well as the development and evaluation of prevention programs for these conditions.
The LEAding Research Center (LRC) is the core research facility of the LEAD Graduate School & Research Network. Supporting the LEAD mission of excellent, relevant, and responsible research in education since 2012, the LRC has established a framework of study support and consulting in the following three areas:

(1) study design and analyses
(2) schools & research
(3) public relations

The LRC assists researchers in developing efficient study designs for intervention and evaluation studies as well as in the analysis and re-analysis of data, in securing access to the field for new studies, and in disseminating the research findings to different target groups in practice, policy, administration and public. Fulfilling its role as a core research facility at the interface between science and practice, the LRC services are available to all LEAD members, as well as in parts to members of the Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology and the Tübingen School of Education (TüSE).

The LRC currently has five staff members and one student assistant who support and facilitate cutting-edge research.

**STUDY DESIGN AND ANALYSES**

Research projects conducted at LEAD include large intervention and evaluation studies (specifically intersections 1, 3, 4 and, to a lesser extent, 2), the analysis of observational data (specifically, LEAD intersection 5), but also controlled laboratory studies (all intersections). Whereas each of these study types have specific advantages and features beneficial to the development and extension of evidence-inspired education, they also have critical requirements and pose specific challenges, for example regarding the sampling of participants, study design and analytical strategies. In order to ensure that the studies conducted at LEAD and their results can give optimally informative and reliable answers to the research questions, empirical studies are supported and accompanied by methodological consulting from the inception of the research idea on, throughout the design and planning phases as well as the concrete data collection and finally during the stages of statistical analysis, including integration, presentation and reporting of the results.

To this end, LEAD members confer with the method consultant of the LRC as necessary. They receive individual recommendations and help regarding the formulation of research questions or hypotheses and the optimal fit of the design of a study with them (both with data sets that have...
been collected previously as well as data to be collected subsequently), data collection logistics and techniques, statistical analysis, and further resources that they can recruit (e.g., literature, software, or other researchers within and around LEAD that have special expertise and experience pertinent to the present study). During the consultations, the sustainable acquisition and dissemination of skills and knowledge to doctoral candidates are emphasized. Also, special attention is given to the differentiation and subsequent integration of methodological approaches from the various (sub-)disciplines represented at LEAD in order to strengthen and develop intra- and interdisciplinary communication and collaboration.

**SCHOOLS & RESEARCH**

With currently two part-time positions in the unit “Schools & Research”, the LRC strives to secure access to schools while developing formats that outline scientific results of educational research for a practical educational interpretation.

The team is dedicated to guaranteeing smooth processes with respect to data collection at schools. It guides all members through the approval process of studies, through the ethics committee at the University of Tübingen and through the school authorities. It serves as an interface between researchers, schools and educational administration for all studies conducted in schools.

The LRC offers counselling on aspects such as data security and phrasing of study approval applications, or gives information on whom to contact for a certain request. Researchers can thus profit from the experience and support of the LRC during the study approval process.

LEAD members planning data collection at schools are required to sign a quality agreement committing themselves to the standards of LEAD with regard to scientific studies (e.g., submit all materials to LRC for approval, provide suitable information for participants, give feedback on results to participants). The quality agreement is based on best practices. These are compiled, continually updated and improved by the staff of the LRC.

Schools participating in a LEAD study can thus rely on highest quality standards. The LRC offers support regarding communication with headmasters or teaching staff. Moreover, it coordinates study requests at schools and study timing during the school year and ensures that researchers give feedback to schools and approving authorities after data collection.

Over the past four years, the LRC has significantly strengthened the contact to and exchange with teachers, schools and the educational administration. Established in 2013, the school partnership program “Schools & Research” (Schule & Wissenschaft) aims at strengthening the tie between schools and educational research. The expanding network of LEAD partner schools currently comprises 13 schools of different school types: Eleven of them are Gymnasien (academic-track high schools), one is a vocational school (Berufsschule), and one an elementary school (Grundschule).

Schools cooperating with LEAD agree on participating in scientific studies on a regular basis and in turn benefit from various
offers. Among these are scientific feedback on study results after data collection and school relevant talks or workshops by LEAD experts exclusively for the teaching staff at the respective school.

Since 2014, LEAD has hosted a “Science Day” (Tag der Wissenschaft) for LEAD partner schools and other interested schools as well as members of the educational administration. At this annual event, participants have the chance to gain insight into LEAD research during talks, workshops and personal exchange with LEAD researchers. Teachers and headmasters also have the opportunity to meet and exchange with other teaching professionals in the network.

**LEAD.SCHULE – EDUCATIONAL SCIENTISTS BLOG**

In September 2016, the LEADing Research Center set up a new channel of communication by launching the website and blog LEAD.schule. It aims to make educational research accessible to the general public, with a special focus on school principals, teachers and parents, and offer another opportunity for the exchange between science and school practice. How do you motivate students to learn mathematics? What makes a good teacher? LEAD scientists present research findings and their potential implications by blogging about their research in everyday language and discussing current educational topics.

In addition, LEAD.schule contains information about current studies conducted at schools, thereby providing an information platform for teachers and parents who look for more details on LEAD research and on the partnership program “Schools & Research” (see left page).
PUBLIC RELATIONS

With science communication becoming more and more important to provide a stronger understanding of current research in all parts of society and a reliable basis for decision-making, it was one of the goals of the foundation of LEAD to develop professional structures in public relations. Consequently, LEAD’s PR team aims to promote the dissemination of scientific findings to educational policy, administration and practice as well as to the interested public by communicating them in a way that is suitable for the respective target group. However, LEAD does not view public relations as a “promotional campaign” for research results, but rather as a way of acknowledging its social responsibility. The general principle followed is the adequate “translation” of relevant research results and establishing the “voice of science” as part of public discourse.

What started with establishing fundamental PR measures four years ago, now comprises a wide range of tools for communication and dissemination. In addition to regular press releases (see LEAD’s Impact on Society, page 72), the LRC has developed several web pages to reach out to various audiences with tailored content (see previous page).

Further measures of the PR team at LEAD include lectures for the public, internal and external newsletters, short films, workshops on science communication and a wide range of different publications such as research brochures as well as study and event flyers.
The LEAD Graduate School & Research Network aims at fostering outstanding doctoral research on education-related issues and at maintaining the highest standards at all levels of academia, e.g., through providing cooperative research opportunities and supportive thesis supervision, professional career building, and smooth administrative services. LEAD focuses on quality over quantity. Therefore no more than 20 candidates per year are admitted in a competitive process.

PhD candidates within LEAD profit from a structured PhD training program featuring a broad variety of obligatory and non-obligatory individual training components. The program focuses on three areas of competence: content and methods of research and professional transdisciplinary skills. All doctoral candidates take classes that allow them to effectively pursue the mission of the LEAD Graduate School & Research Network.

LEAD postdocs can apply to become members of the Postdoctoral Academy at the Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology and benefit from workshops, coaching, close mentoring and access to an international network of researchers to advance their academic careers.

**OBLIGATORY COMPONENTS**

Before each cohort of new PhD candidates start their work at LEAD, an orientation day that covers the topics and core values of LEAD is organized for them. This day serves to communicate implicit and explicit norms and to facilitate the candidates’ reflection on ethics and the keys to successful research. The PhD candidates experience what LEAD is all about when they take part in the most important LEAD event: The LEAD retreat, which all LEAD members are asked to attend, is a three-day event that takes place off-site at the beginning of every semester. The main features of the retreats are presentations by PhD candidates, poster fairs and keynote lectures by external experts. The central goal of the retreats is to allow the PhD candidates to receive valuable feedback on their research from their colleagues, faculty and external experts, and to facilitate interdisciplinary collaboration. The retreat is not only the most important event of the semester but also the one most eagerly anticipated. By now over 100 participants attend and the number is increasing every semester.

LEAD strives to create a research environment in which the PhD candidates get the support needed to enable them to complete their PhD within three years. In comparison to other graduate schools,
the core curriculum is less extensive. All doctoral candidates are required to attend only three courses: an introductory semester course giving an overview of education sciences principles, presented by education sciences faculty, one seminar from one of the LEAD research fields and one seminar on educational policy and practice. They also attend the weekly LEAD research colloquium, whose purpose is to strengthen interdisciplinary interaction. It aims at providing a venue for scientific discussion and talks by PhD candidates to practice, e.g., for upcoming conference presentations. The types of sessions alternate between PhD talks, journal clubs, and workshops. The last obligatory component of the structured training program is the LEAD lecture series, which is held intermittently during the semester. LEAD faculty and PhD candidates invite national and international experts from every LEAD discipline to visit and hold a lecture. Doctoral candidates are encouraged to meet individually with these guests to discuss research and career questions. The lecture series is also part of LEAD’s international strategy.

NON-OBLIGATORY COMPONENTS

The non-obligatory part of the training program is designed to equip doctoral candidates with skills that they can use in their dissertation work as well as in their future careers. For example, they can take methods and methodology classes, which are held on-demand mostly by LEAD faculty. Workshops and seminars targeting candidates’ professional skills include academic writing, German language classes, leadership skills and supervision for advanced graduate students and postdocs, project management, career planning and development. These classes are primarily offered by the Graduate Academy at the University of Tübingen. Advanced doctoral candidates have the opportunity to gain knowledge and experience in teaching. They are included in the planning and organization of courses and assist in selecting course topics and designs.

SUPERVISION AND MENTORING

LEAD has implemented a structured program with mutual obligations between supervisors and doctoral candidates. It provides the necessary organizational support and evaluates the progress of doctoral dissertations. Each doctoral candidate has a team of at least two supervisors. We regard regular informal meetings with the supervisors as essential for the progress of the doctorate projects. In addition to these informal meetings, the candidates meet with their supervisors once a year to formally evaluate the progress of the doctorate project. LEAD PhD candidates are asked to submit reports to the LEAD steering board after 6 months (exposé) as well as 12 and 24 months (progress reports.) These reports are discussed and commented by the steering board members, and feedback is given to the doctoral candidates.

Hence, despite the focus on research, it’s important to note that funding within the Excellence Initiative also improves learning and instruction for a large number of students at the University of Tübingen.
talk about possible career paths. Among other issues, career options within LEAD and other research labs are discussed, as well as the requirements for successful candidates.

**PUBLICATION-BASED DISSERTATION**

Consistent with the requirements of the various disciplines, a publication-based dissertation procedure has been established at the Tübingen Graduate Academy. In the LEAD Graduate School & Research Network, for most of the participating disciplines, a dissertation will typically comprise at least three (submitted or accepted) manuscripts with the candidate as first author, submitted to high-ranking international journals, as well as a summarizing introduction and a comprehensive discussion. The submission of further collaborative manuscripts is encouraged. In reasonable cases (e.g., specific traditions in some research areas), equivalent achievements (book, traditional dissertation) are accepted.

**LEAD RESEARCH SUPPORT SYSTEM**

**INTRAMURAL RESEARCH FUNDS**
- Support promising research projects with a high potential to answer LEAD key questions
- Total sum of 120,000 € per year
- Priority given to projects that are part of a dissertation and projects involving more than one discipline so as to act as an incentive for interdisciplinary research
- Provide grant proposal writing experience for the PhD candidates

**PERSONAL BUDGETS**
- 1,500 € per student for research expenses, travel and external classes
- 1,500 € per student for open access publications or proofreading services

**CONFERENCE FUNDS**
- Funding for national and international conferences or workshops

**LAB VISITS**
- Funding for travel to and accommodation during domestic or international lab visits
- For a length of weeks or months

**BRIDGING FUNDS**
- Support for candidates with outstanding dissertations
- Part-time postdoc positions for up to twelve months after completion of the dissertation

---

**Figure 7.**
Supervision and mentoring at LEAD.
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In Germany and many other countries worldwide, large-scale student achievement studies such as the Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) have raised considerable concerns about the conditions, processes, and outcomes of institutionalized and non-institutionalized learning. The particular strengths of studies such as TIMSS and PISA lie in their reliable and valid assessment of competence levels across countries, which allow problems and challenges for research and educational policy to be identified. However, due to their emphasis on assessment rather than on the causes and consequences of learning, achievement, and life course development, additional studies are needed to answer many pressing questions which large-scale assessments such as TIMSS and PISA do not address. Most important, there is a clear need for empirically supported knowledge to answer critical “how to” questions.

LEAD aims at contributing to empirically supported knowledge by bringing together various research fields that work on education-related topics. Although their central research questions are closely related and interdisciplinary approaches are highly productive, these various research fields dealing with LEAD’s key questions had not been sufficiently integrated in empirical educational research in Tübingen and elsewhere for a long time. As a result, no mutual fertilization took place despite obvious overlaps in research agendas. However, it has become evident that the “big questions” in research on education are highly complex and cannot be satisfactorily examined within the confines of a single discipline. Instead, such questions need to be addressed within collaborative research programs spanning many years and bringing together researchers from various backgrounds.

For these reasons, LEAD considers interdisciplinary cooperation a key to progress in empirical educational research and combines a prolific education sciences program with the integration of several additional research fields. This interdisciplinary approach takes on different forms, ranging from loose cooperation to intensive collaboration. Yet this alone is no guarantee for a successful research program. Whether an interdisciplinary approach is successful or not depends on the questions studied, the disciplines involved, and the traditions of research and student training in a specific field and in a specific country. Thus, interdisciplinary work has to be tailored to the specific goals of the respective research and training endeavor.

Our work integrates three principles of interdisciplinary research: (1) Interdisciplinarity cooperation, (2) Integration of various research fields, and (3) Tailoring of interdisciplinary work to specific goals.
disciplinary excellence builds on disciplinary excellence. (2) Successful interdisciplinary work establishes powerful pull factors for researchers at all levels. (3) The establishment of a successful interdisciplinary working context depends on the relevant experience and enthusiasm of LEAD’s leadership.

These principles help to overcome typical challenges in interdisciplinary research. For instance, LEAD brings together education sciences and psychology through designing randomized field studies that combine psychological process analyses with a focus on external validity. At the intersection of linguistics, psychology, and education sciences, LEAD brings together theoretical and computational linguistic research on language acquisition and expertise in study designs and psychometric analyses. Moreover, at the intersection of sociology/economics and education sciences, LEAD analyzes the interplay of individual, social, institutional, and contextual factors at the transition from school to work, and predicts the long-term consequences of students’ academic and vocational biographies and their academic, motivational, and social resources (see figure 1).

The six LEAD research fields, which have proved to be highly productive in Tübingen, are rooted in specific disciplines and are characterized by different approaches used to examine the causes and consequences of learning, achievement, and life course development. Furthermore, the research fields vary with respect to primary interest and the designs and data analysis techniques favored. More information on the participating disciplines and key areas of current interdisciplinary work is provided in the following chapters.
A central goal of LEAD is the interdisciplinary and systematic attempt to enlarge, enrich, and improve existing research on education. In this attempt, LEAD’s starting point was a modern version of education sciences widely known as empirical education research (“Empirische Bildungsforschung”) in Germany. This modern version of education sciences focuses on statistical analyses of individual, institutional and social determinants of educational outcomes, including achievement, motivation, psychosocial adjustment, and personality.

A main topic is the differential effectiveness of various institutionalized learning environments (e.g., schools, universities, vocational training, adult and continuing education) and non-institutionalized learning settings (e.g., modern web communities), and the increasing interconnectedness among them. This research field has its theoretical basis in classical and contemporary thinking on educational effectiveness, and the interplay between the individual capacity for learning and the affordances and constraints of the learning environment.

In terms of research designs, large-scale non-experimental studies with an emphasis on assessment, longitudinal panel studies, as well as evaluations of educational reforms and randomized controlled field studies play an important role.

Research findings from this central research field in LEAD can be of critical importance for several reasons. Firstly, this research oftentimes directly addresses the questions frequently posed by education policymakers and educators: How successful is a certain learning environment? How can the achievement gap between high- and low-achieving students be closed? Secondly, studies in this area are typically characterized by high ecological validity. This is crucial if, for instance, a study has direct implications for a certain reform measure, e.g., for the introduction of a new learning environment.

At the same time, it is clear that this research field can only partially address the many pressing challenges of evidence-oriented education—specifically when education sciences proceed from diagnosing problems to providing causal explanations and proposing intervention programs. As a result, most research projects in education sciences within LEAD are interdisciplinary and combine theories and constructs from psychology, education and sociology.

In the following, three research strands that characterize education sciences in Tübingen are described. The intended and unintended effects of educational reforms are studied by using data from large school achievement studies. Our systematic research program on teaching effectiveness and teacher competencies reflects the fact that teachers and classroom process quality are a main determinant of differential outcomes in terms of achievement and student motivation. Finally, the effects of enrichment offers for talented students at elementary level are studied by a combination of experimental and non-experimental approaches.
Reforms are a major instrument of educational administration to shape and influence educational practice and improve educational effectiveness and quality. Scientific evaluation of intended and potentially unintended effects of such reforms is of major importance for a sustainable and responsible education policy.

In three studies, we evaluated the effects of such policy reforms in upper secondary schools in Germany, implemented in the first decade of the new millennium. In a first study, we had a closer look at effects of a reform to compress overall school time at the Gymnasium (the highest academic track in the German school system) from nine (G9) to eight years (G8), using data of the Additional Study Baden-Württemberg from the National Educational Panel Study (NEPS; Blossfeld, Roßbach, & von Maurice, 2011).

Comparing data of two student cohorts before the reform with data of two cohorts after the reform (N = 5,210), we found no effects of compressing overall school time on competencies in mathematics, physics or leisure time. However, students in G8 cohorts performed lower in English reading and biology. Furthermore, students claimed that they felt more stressed and less healthy compared to G9 students.

In a second study, we analyzed potentially differential effects for males and females of a German statewide educational reform that required all students to take advanced math courses. Our aim was to analyze the effects that the reform had on math achievement, math self-concept, vocational interests, and field of study at university. To this end, we compared data from 4,730 students before the reform and 4,715 students after the reform in one German state.

We tested effects of gender and cohort on math achievement, math self-concept, realistic and investigative vocational interests, and the choice of STEM university subjects two years after high school. Whereas gender differences in math achievement decreased, differences between boys and girls in math self-concept and realistic and investigative vocational interests increased (see figure 8).
In the third study, we evaluated effects of a similar upper secondary school reform in a different state, located in eastern Germany (Thuringia). We used data of the Additional Study Thuringia published by the NEPS and compared the first cohort before with the first cohort after the reform (N = 2,274). In contrast to the results found in Baden-Württemberg, we did not find any major effects of the reform on average student achievement. However, results indicate that whereas boys' achievement and self-concept in English was higher after the reform, girls showed a lower self-concept in mathematics afterwards.

Results of these studies are in line with an increasing number of studies that showed that reform effects are oftentimes smaller than expected or not identifiable at all and that reforms might even be accompanied by unintended side-effects. These findings highlight the need for education policy to initiate educational evaluations before, during and after implementation of systemic reforms.
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Figure 8. Plots of the moderating effect of gender on the relation between reform and math achievement, math self-concept, realistic interest, and investigative interest with 95% confidence intervals for students before and after the upper secondary school reform in Baden-Württemberg. The dependent variables are presented in standard deviation units.
Recent research has identified teaching quality and the professional competence of teachers as key factors for students’ academic and motivational development. Global factors of classroom process quality, such as cognitive activation, individual support, and classroom management, seem to be more important for student development than specific teaching practices (Fauth, Decristan, Rieser, Klieme, & Büttner, 2014b; Decristan, Klieme, Kunter, Hochweber, Büttner, Fauth et al., 2015; Kunter & Trautwein, 2013; Kunter & Voss, 2013).

Empirical studies confirmed that these basic dimensions of teaching quality are crucial for a variety of student outcomes such as achievement, motivation, and self-regulated learning (Kunter & Voss, 2013; Fauth et al., 2014a; 2014b; Rieser, Naumann, Decristan, Fauth, Klieme, & Büttner, 2016). Teachers’ ability to provide high-quality instruction has been conceptualized in the model of teaching-specific professional competence (Voss & Kunina-Habeneck, 2013; Voss, Kunina-Habeneck, Hoehne, & Kunter, 2015). In particular, LEAD research scientists identified teachers’ beliefs and teachers’ general pedagogical/psychological knowledge as strong predictors of teaching quality (Voss, Kunter, Seiz, Hoehne, & Baumert, 2014; Seiz, Voss, & Kunter, 2015).

Despite these important substantive findings, how teaching quality can best be assessed is still a largely unresolved question. In particular, quality ratings provided by students are subject to an ongoing debate (Fauth et al., 2016). LEAD researchers contributed to this discussion with several internationally visible articles. Wagner, Göllner, Helmke, Trautwein, and Lüdtke (2013) showed that the construct validity of student ratings is high but not perfect. Applying multilevel structural equation modeling to data from a large-scale German study, the authors examined the dimensionality and the generalizability of assessments across different domains.

Using similar methods, Fauth et al. (2014b) confirmed that even third-graders are able to distinguish between the three basic dimensions of teaching quality in survey-based assessments. However, in the same sample, student ratings correlated only slightly with ratings by teachers and external observers, particularly in the area of cognitive activation (Fauth et al., 2014a).

Wagner, Göllner, Werth, Voss, Schmitz, and Trautwein (2016) found that such inconsistencies can be explained by the instability of ratings over time. By using a manifest-latent, state-trait model, the authors demonstrated that the agreement among teacher and student ratings was higher for time-consistent rating components compared to ratings taken at single measurement time points.
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Wagner, W., Göllner, R., Helmke, A., Trautwein, U., & Lundtke, O. (2013). Construct validity of student perceptions of instructional quality is high, but not perfect: Dimensionality and generalizability of domain-independent assessments. Learning and Instruction, 28, 1–11. doi:10.1016/j.learninstruc.2013.03.003

Enrichment programs are one of the most prominent approaches to fostering gifted students. Such programs are characterized by learning opportunities that go beyond the school curriculum, either by a deeper or broader examination of topics that are already included in the regular curriculum or by learning new topics outside of the regular curriculum (Newland, 1976). One example of a statewide extracurricular enrichment program that aims at fostering gifted students comprehensively is the Hector Children’s Academy Program. Across the entire German state of Baden-Württemberg, gifted primary schoolchildren are fostered by a wide range of course topics in 61 local units (the so-called Hector Children’s Academies).

In close collaboration with an interdisciplinary research team, including the expertise of educational scientists, specialized pedagogues, psychologists, content specialists and teachers, enrichment courses are developed to meet the needs of gifted children. The so-called Hector Core Courses cover a wide range of topics from public speaking skills, understanding science, especially in the STEM-subjects, and chemistry to mathematical competence and musical composition techniques in combination with mathematical tasks.

After developing and piloting, every course is evaluated and implemented in other Hector Children’s Academies. Therefore, a qualification program for instructors is designed for each course. In the most recent phase of course development, practitioners were asked to conceptualize new Hector Core Courses together with the research team. The new courses also place emphasis on STEM topics, but aim at fostering different skills such as special abilities.

The Hector Core Courses have been developed and their effectiveness investigated in several studies since 2013, commonly as randomized controlled trials. Besides the random group allocation, it is challenging to use valid and reliable measurement instruments for the target outcomes and particularly for this age group. Therefore, new measurement instruments have to be developed (e.g., Schiefer, Golle, & Oschatz, 2016; Schröders, Schipolowski, Zettler, Golle, & Wilhelm, 2016).

The results of recent studies have shown that the courses had a positive effect on the children participating in the courses compared to a control group. They improved e.g., their public speaking skills (Herbein et al., 2016), understanding of science (Schiefer, Golle, Tibus, et al., 2016), or mathematical skills (Rebholz & Golle, in press). However, the aim is to optimize the courses continuously, and thus, further effectiveness studies are planned as well as additional studies to examine differential course effects.

In addition to expanding the diverse professional enrichment program, a further aim of the project is to examine and support teachers’ nominations of gifted students.
children. Checklists are provided and the aim is to increase the number of nominated students who are talented but do not necessarily have good school grades.

Since 2012 several studies have been conducted to examine the nomination of gifted children (Kornmann, Zettler, Kammerer, Gerjets, & Trautwein, 2015; Rothenbusch, Zettler, Voss, Lösch, & Trautwein, 2016), different learning environments (J. Kornmann et al., 2016), the effectiveness of the entire enrichment program (Golle et al., 2016) as well as of single courses (see above).

Future perspectives focus on enlarging the network, developing more Hector Core Courses in cooperation with content specialists and providing professional trainings for course instructors.
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Hector Stiftung II
INTERSECTION 1
LEARNING PROCESSES AND OUTCOMES

This intersection is situated at the interface of education sciences and various psychological disciplines. Researchers in this intersection investigate the cognitive, social, and motivational determinants of educational outcomes with the aim to better understand the psychological foundations of learning. In particular, we attempt to answer the following questions: Which psychological variables are associated with high and low achievement? How important are motivation and self-regulation for learning, and how can they be enhanced? How can the potential of digital technology be fully exploited for learning?

To address these questions, we employ methodologies ranging from correlational to experimental approaches. Experimental research in the lab and in the classroom is conducted to investigate the causal impact of psychological constructs on student learning. Correlational data from large samples are analyzed to describe the manifold relationships among factors that affect student learning in and outside the classroom. Methodologies for tracing information processes at a high level of resolution, such as eye tracking, verbal protocols or log file analyses, are deployed to describe mechanisms underlying these relationships. Importantly, studies conducted in this intersection go beyond describing the psychological foundations of learning by also designing and evaluating interventions that focus on fostering beneficial learning processes.

One of our major research areas is competence in math and sciences. Here, we address the factors that are associated with high and low achievement in these fields and the question of how achievement can be improved. Some research scientists in this field develop tools to assess competencies related to math and sciences with...
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Research on motivation and self-regulation focuses on the predictive power of motivation and self-regulation for educational outcomes in the short and long term and how they can be fostered. This includes experiments that investigate the effectiveness of interventions in fostering motivation and self-regulated learning in the lab as well as in the classroom. Researchers in this area also investigate the influence of social-psychological processes on motivation and academic success.

In our research on modern media environments, we design and evaluate digital media environments and tools to assess students’ and teachers’ competencies. We also investigate how technology (e.g., tablet computers) is integrated in classrooms in Baden-Württemberg by looking at teachers’ attitudes and knowledge as influencing factors, their actual media use, and students’ learning results as outcomes in a randomized controlled field study that incorporates a longitudinal perspective.
Digital learning materials such as digital textbooks are finding increased use in the classroom. Little is known, however, about their design. The project funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) was designed to integrate scientific insights from various fields of research (e.g., text comprehension, motivation, multimedia learning) and apply them to the development of a prototype of a digital textbook entitled eChemBook. The project consists of research scientists from chemistry education, instructional design/multimedia research as well as industrial partners (Schroedel Westermann, a textbook publisher and SMART Technologies, a manufacturer of interactive whiteboards).

Firstly, a questionnaire-based study involving more than 300 science teachers across Germany was conducted, inquiring about their teaching-related media use and their needs and expectations regarding a digital chemistry textbook. Secondly, based on the questionnaire results and evidence from research on instructional design and science education, an eChemBook prototype on the Particle Model of Matter was developed and empirically tested in a field study involving 396 high school students. Thirdly, design recommendations regarding the content, layout, navigation, and instructional design were documented for textbook authors.

Authors then developed a second textbook unit about Dalton’s Atomic Model by using the recommended design measures. In a fourth step, teachers of 26 classes used both eChemBooks for class teaching during the school year and gave feedback about the type of use and potential difficulties. Again, student learning outcomes were assessed.

Within the eChemBook project, a PhD project focused on the effectiveness of one particular instructional design measure, namely the use of signals in multimedia materials. Signaling measures such as color coding of related elements highlight correspondences between text and picture and are supposed to support learners in integrating verbal and pictorial information.

A meta-analysis was first conducted to determine the effectiveness of multimedia signaling (Richter, Scheiter, & Eitel, 2016). Results showed that there was a small to medium overall effect in favor of signaling; moreover, the signaling effect was determined by learners’ prior knowledge: Low prior knowledge (LPK) learners performed better when signals were present in the materials, whereas high prior knowledge (HPK) learners were not supported by signals, thereby revealing evidence for an expertise reversal effect.

An experimental field study more thoroughly investigated the influence of prior knowledge on the effectiveness of signaling in a real school setting with an instructional topic from the curriculum. The results confirmed the expertise reversal effect revealed in the meta-analysis, whereby HPK learners were even hindered in learning when signals were present. Finally, a laboratory study replicated the expertise reversal effect and used eye-tracking data to test its underlying mechanisms.
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Family background is a crucial factor for the development of student motivation and academic outcomes. Eccles’ (2007) parent socialization model, one of the best established theories investigating family influences on students’ academic outcomes, assumes that parental perceptions of student ability (how good is my child?) and parental value beliefs (how useful is it for my child?) influence students’ own motivational beliefs and thereby academic performance as well. It is, however, unclear whether parents’ motivational beliefs still play a role in the academic performance of their children after middle school. Thus, we investigated how parents’ and students’ motivational beliefs interrelate and shape student performance in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) from middle school through college.

The sample consisted of 301 U.S. high school students and their parents from the longitudinal Wisconsin Study of Families and Work (WSFW; for details of recruitment, see Hyde, Klein, Essex, & Clark, 1995). Data from the students and their mothers was assessed at the 7th and 11th-12th grade via self-reports. In addition, students’ STEM achievement was obtained at the 10th grade; students’ filled out questionnaires after their second year in college.

We found that mothers’ perceptions of their children’s ability in the 7th grade predicted how useful students perceived STEM subjects to be for themselves, how good students’ perceived themselves to be in STEM subjects, how many STEM courses students chose, and their STEM achievement in the 11-12th grade. In turn, students’ STEM achievement in the 10th grade predicted mothers’ perceived usefulness of STEM subjects for their child in the 12th grade. Regarding students’ college outcomes, the mothers’ perceived usefulness of STEM subjects for their child predicted the students’ future STEM motivation, the number of STEM courses taken and students’ STEM career aspirations in college.

LEAD PhD candidate Isabelle Häfner investigated how parents’ motivational beliefs shape student performance in STEM.
Our study highlighted the importance of the mother’s motivational beliefs for the student’s academic motivation, behavior, and achievement. Thus, parents have a strong influence on their children and this influence ends neither when their children become teenagers nor when they graduate from high school. To conclude, our results yield new insights into ways through which parents influence their children’s educational pathway from middle school through high school graduation to college.
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Math plays a crucial role in educational and occupational success. Yet student motivation in math decreases dramatically during adolescence. Expectancy value theory by Eccles et al. (1983), one of the best established motivational theories, assumes that students’ learning behavior is influenced by their expectancy of success (“Can I do it?”) and their subjective task value (“Why should I do it?”). Interventions based on expectancy value theory aim to foster students’ motivation by increasing the perceived usefulness of the learning material. In the “Motivation in Mathematics” (MoMa) study, we tested whether ninth-grade students’ motivation for learning mathematics could be enhanced by utility value interventions in the classroom.

A total of 1916 students out of 82 ninth-grade classrooms from 25 academic-track schools participated in this study. The classes were randomly assigned to one of two intervention conditions or a control condition. The intervention was a 90-minute lesson on the relevance of mathematics. After a psychoeducational presentation, students were either asked to evaluate quotations of young adults talking about the usefulness of math (“quotation conditions”) or were asked to write an essay on the relevance of math in their lives (“text condition”). To evaluate the effects of the interventions, student motivation was assessed via self-reports before the intervention and six weeks and five months afterwards. Additionally, student achievement was assessed and parents and teachers were asked to fill out questionnaires.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement point</th>
<th>Text condition</th>
<th>Quotation condition</th>
<th>Control condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Utility value</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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INTERSECTION 2
EDUCATIONAL NEUROSCIENCE

Educational Neuroscience – a modern interdisciplinary research field integrating cognitive psychology, neuroscience, medicine, computer science, and education sciences – aims at bridging basic research and educational application. In this intersection, questions such as “Where are numbers represented in the brain?” “Can we detect a learner’s workload by means of brain activation?” and “Does it influence school achievement when children learn to self-regulate their brain?” are pursued with the idea to inform people in educational practice.

We employ a multi-methodological approach, tailoring the method to the research question at hand. This includes electroencephalography (EEG), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS), transcranial electric stimulation (TES), virtual reality (VR), and eye tracking (ET). Additionally, we investigate brain-computer interface (BCI) applications, allowing for the implementation of adaptive multimedia and learning environments. The principal investigators of the intersection have contributed substantially to our knowledge of the neurocognitive processes and representations underlying learning and education.

In the research field of numerical cognition and arithmetic learning, we are investigating neurocognitive processes in ecologically more valid settings. Hence, by employing fNIRS, we can use paradigms enabling participants to sit at their desk in neurocognitive studies as if they were in a classroom. Furthermore, we developed and evaluated embodied learning environments to effectively increase academic learning.

In the field of applied computer science, we aim at identifying neural or behavioral signatures of learner states such as cognitive workload or emotional states. Therefore, we analyze EEG data by means of machine learning algorithms, but also use high-resolution sensor data from touchscreen handling. Classifying these data may help to design adaptive learning environments tailored to the needs of the learner.

In the research field of neuroscientifically guided intervention, we introduce an NIRS-based neurofeedback training in a VR classroom to help school children with ADHD. Neurofeedback aims at tackling neurophysiological as well as cognitive-behavioral deficits, which in turn should improve academic performance in children with ADHD.
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Successful learning, particularly in complex domains such as math, presupposes that learners’ working memory load is permanently kept within the boundaries of available cognitive resources. Optimal learning conditions are usually characterized by providing challenges for learners without inducing cognitive over- or underload. Therefore, computer-supported learning environments should be adaptive in a way that learners’ working memory load is automatically held within an optimal range.

Unfortunately, until now no methods have been available that allow for a continuous workload monitoring required for this type of adaptation. Even worse, current methods for the assessment of cognitive workload (e.g., subjective rating scales or performance measures such as error-counting) are not only discrete (instead of continuous), but also intrusive and fallible. For instance, errors in learning tasks might go back to cognitive overload, to disengagement or a lack of concentration.

Therefore, more direct online measures of working memory load are needed. Our interdisciplinary project addresses these issues by relying on machine-learning algorithms that were developed in the context of brain-computer interfaces. These algorithms are able to continuously interpret human brain states based on physiological measures from the electroencephalogram (EEG). In a series of studies, we applied this methodology to classify individual learners’ working memory load in real time. Using different working memory tasks, such as the N-back task or span tasks, we were able to identify and automatically classify

---

**Figure 10.** Neural signatures of working-memory load allow for a fine-grained analysis of several workload levels on an individual basis. For instance, the correlation coefficient (CC) between objective task complexity (as measured by a parameter Q, red line) and the working-memory load predicted by a linear ridge regression on features from 17 EEG channels (blue line) in this case is .89. At the bottom of the plot, trials solved (TS) are shown with 1 indicating a correctly solved and 0 reflecting an incorrectly solved problem. Each light blue cross represents one arithmetic problem, while the black line is the smoothed version, depicting the smoothed percentage of correctly solved problems over time.
characteristic neural signatures of working memory load on a single-trial basis.

In further work, we could demonstrate that these signatures can also be used for detecting working memory load when learners engage in more realistic educational tasks such as hypertext reading or solving arithmetic problems. For instance, in a study using seven difficulty levels of arithmetic problems, we could show that the neural signatures of working memory load allowed for a fine-grained analysis of several workload levels (see figure 10). In this study, the average correlation between objective task complexity and predicted working memory load based on neural signatures was .74. Based on these promising results, we recently developed the first prototype of a “neuro-tutor”. This tutor in the domain of arithmetic in the octal number system uses a real-time EEG-based workload prediction to automatically adapt difficulty levels of training tasks presented to learners.
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A basic objective of any school curriculum is learning to deal with numbers and to apply basic arithmetic operations. As numbers are an essential part of our everyday life, failing can result in underachievement accompanied by cognitive and emotional problems. To illustrate the principles of arithmetic learning and education, it is important to identify neural mechanisms associated with numerical processing and calculation. This knowledge also leads to a better understanding of our successful training studies in children, building on concepts such as embodied cognition.

To pursue this goal, different imaging methods are applied in our labs to unravel the underlying neural mechanisms of numerical cognition. As each method has its advantages and limitations, we decide on their use and/or combination based on the research question at hand. First, **functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS)** measures the participants’ blood supply in the brain in an ecologically valid way. As such, the neural correlates of the basic arithmetic operations were identified in adults as well as in schoolchildren, for instance when sitting at a desk and working on arithmetic tasks. In addition, neurocognitive changes due to arithmetic learning were investigated in children during natural development and when induced by training.

Secondly, ongoing **electroencephalography (EEG)** allows investigation of the state of functional neural network activity and top separate specific strategies. Herewith, a shift from slow procedural strategies to faster retrieval was indicated in our training study. In this context, arithmetic training on a web-based platform was evaluated by functional NIRS and EEG so that strategy changes from procedural to memory-based retrieval could be observed. Thirdly, by means of **functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)** we investigated the contribution of brain structures associated with long-term memory processes in arithmetic fact learning. Accordingly, we identified involvement of hippocampal and retrosplenial areas in arithmetic fact retrieval.

Apart from understanding neural functioning, it is also important to apply such knowledge to interventions, which may not only involve behavioral training, but also more direct neurostimulation approaches. Here, an intramural research grant project was initiated to apply transcranial direct current stimulation (tRNS) to brain regions relevant in numerical cognition and to assist embodied numerical cognition training.
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Children with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) suffer from attention deficits and hyperactive and impulsive behavior; furthermore, they experience these impairments at home with family and friends as well as at school. Studies using near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) show that ADHD symptoms and deficits in executive functions (EF) are accompanied by aberrant neurophysiological functioning. Moreover, there is empirical evidence that ADHD symptoms, EF deficits and poor self-regulation contribute to poor school performance although children suffering from ADHD are not less intelligent than children without ADHD.

Neurofeedback training (NFT) aims at improving neurophysiological and neuropsychological functioning as well as general behavior. Consequently, NFT is also expected to improve EF, self-control and school performance. Transferring acquired self-regulation skills from laboratory to real life is crucial to become effective to everyday situations. Transfer is believed to be facilitated via training using virtual reality (VR) environments. Consequently, NFT in VR is expected to yield greater effects than training in 2D.

Ninety children with ADHD (DSM-5) will take part in the study, 18 of whom participated until December 2016. After random assignation to one of three conditions, all participants receive 15 training sessions of either near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)-based NFT in VR, NIRS-based NFT in 2D (both of which strive to increase the amount of oxygenated hemoglobin in the prefrontal cortex), or electromyogram-based biofeedback training in VR. ADHD symptoms, self-control, EF, quality of life,

**Figure 11.** Flow chart presenting the course of the study.
school performance, cortical activity and motoric activity will be assessed before and after the intervention and in a six month follow-up (see figure 11 for an overview of the course of the study). The constructs are measured by parent, teacher and child reporting or tested objectively using accelerometers.

To our knowledge, this is the first study that investigates the efficacy of an NFT for children with ADHD in VR compared to a 2D environment. In addition to commonly assessed variables such as ADHD symptoms, EF, quality of life, and parental expectations regarding the intervention effects, this study will also investigate the effects on self-control, school performance, cortical activity, and motoric activity.

LEAD PhD candidates Justin Hudak and Friederike Blume apply neurofeedback training in a virtual reality (VR) environment.
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INTERSECTION 3
CLINICAL AND PERSONALITY PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION SCIENCES

The detection and minimization of factors that undermine academic success are among the most pressing challenges in education sciences. Potential risk factors may emerge from both socio-economic circumstances as well as from individual traits and dispositions, such as personality or mental health. How do personality differences affect academic performance? What are the causes of psychological problems in schools, such as attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), depression, or conspicuous behavior? Which mechanisms determine the relationship between academic performance and psychopathology and how can they be addressed? In intersection 3, a number of interdisciplinary research attempts are dedicated to answering these questions.

The methodological approach employed is naturally diverse, ranging from laboratory experimental studies to longitudinal investigations in field contexts. The combination of these approaches contributes to our understanding of individual differences in academic achievement as well as risk factors for mental health problems. These insights are highly relevant for the development, evaluation, and dissemination of school-based intervention programs.

One research focus of our intersection is the role of individual differences in school contexts. Specifically, we are interested in how the learners' personality differences may contribute to performance, psychosocial adjustment, peer relationships, and even their perception of social cues in classroom settings. The results of this research not only help to identify and foster traits in learners which are associated with educational achievement, but they also provide valuable knowledge regarding risk factors.

Our psychopathology cluster is comprised of projects that address questions directly related to risk factors and causes of mental health problems in school-aged children. The main goal is to explain the mechanisms through which these disorders are maintained and exert their negative impact on academic performance and psychosocial adjustment. This research helps to better understand mental health problems, but also has the potential to aid the development of prevention and treatment strategies.

School-based prevention and intervention is another focus of the intersection. Here, we benefit from the expertise of our members from clinical psychology, education sciences, school psychology and neuroscience to develop innovative treatment methods and to investigate factors that may have an impact on the outcomes of prevention and intervention programs.
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A classroom not only constitutes a learning environment; it is also shaped by social interaction between learners and their teachers. The quality of these relationships is assumed to influence both teaching quality and learning outcomes. However, the mechanisms that govern this intricate classroom interplay are not well understood.

Previous studies from our as well as other laboratories suggest that the adequate perception and interpretation of nonverbal cues such as facial expressions is a crucial skill for all social interaction. Specific impairments have been documented in anxiety (Jusyte, Schneidt, & Schönenberg, 2015; Jusyte & Schönenberg, 2014), ADHD (Schönenberg, Schneidt, Wiedemann, & Jusyte, 2015), as well as in aggressive spectrum disorders (Jusyte, Mayer, Künzel, Hautzinger, & Schönenberg, 2015; Jusyte & Schönenberg, 2016; Schönenberg et al., 2014). We know that this ability develops rapidly in children and is vital for normal social functioning. For instance, studies from our laboratory recently documented impairments in the ability to correctly recognize facial expressions in children with ADHD (Jusyte, Gulewitsch, & Schönenberg, 2016) and depression (Müller, Jusyte, Trzebiatowski, Hautzinger, & Schönenberg, 2016). Impaired social cognitive skills have been shown to have a negative impact not only on mental health but also on academic achievement. However, the processes underlying this association are barely understood and vastly understudied. To date, no study has experimentally investigated social cognition processes in educational settings. In this project, we build on our previous work and expertise in the field of social cognition in order to systematically investigate how learners perceive, interpret and react to teachers’ nonverbal cues.

**Figure 12.** Illustration of the perceptual sensitivity task. 2AFC. Participants view a neutral and an emotional facial expression which differ with respect to intensity and are asked to determine the location of the emotional stimulus.
The current study is a first step to elucidate the mechanisms underlying the relationship between academic outcomes and social functioning by combining experimental and educational lines of research. Specifically, we are interested in how positive or negative performance feedback may affect subsequent processing of teachers’ nonverbal signals (happy and angry facial expressions) in learners. The ability to perceive and interpret teachers’ facial expressions will be assessed on several processing levels: visual awareness, perceptual sensitivity to affective expressions and processing biases in ambiguous stimuli using established paradigms from experimental psychology research. The paradigms are designed to investigate different processing levels, i.e., a) early visual processing using the continuous flash suppression paradigm (CFS), b) perceptual sensitivity for facial affect (see figure 12) and c) perceptual biases in ambiguous facial expressions (see figure 13).
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**Figure 13.** [A] Example of the stimulus material used for the perceptual bias task. [B] Illustration of a trial in the perceptual bias task. Participants view video clips of faces changing from happy to angry and indicate the onset of anger by pressing a button.
National and international studies have identified a multitude of factors (e.g., socioeconomic background, parenting) that influence adolescents’ development and learning. Conversely, the impact of students’ emotional impairment has received less attention, even though clinical studies have shown that a substantial number of adolescents experience marked emotional and social problems. Specifically, with rates ranging in between 5 and 10 percent, internalizing problems (i.e., depression, anxiety) are highly prevalent and are stable conditions that pose a significant risk for relapse and recurrence (Lewinsohn, Clarke, Seeley, & Rohde, 1994).

In our previous project, we examined the academic (reading and math achievement) and social (self-rated acceptance, peer-rated acceptance, teacher-rated acceptance, relationship with parents) development of adolescents with internalizing problems and those without. The sample consisted of 1,062 German students who were assessed at four points in time over a 3-year period from grades 5 to 8. Growth curve analyses revealed significant differences between students with versus without internalizing problems at fifth grade and over time. At fifth grade, students with internalizing symptoms had significantly lower scores in all examined functioning domains. Differences in change over time

**Figure 14.** Predicted average trajectories for the investigated outcomes (controlled for the covariates). Significant trajectory differences are depicted in the first row, nonsignificant ones in the bottom row.
between students with versus without internalizing problems emerged for reading achievement (positive growth for both groups but less positive growth for students with internalizing problems), self-rated acceptance (positive growth for both groups but more positive growth for students with internalizing problems), and teacher-rated acceptance (positive growth for those without internalizing problems and negative growth for those with internalizing problems).

Building on these results and our shared interest in adolescent development, our interdisciplinary research team developed a grant proposal that was successful in a competitive call for research projects. The aim of this project is to investigate the impact of emotional impairment in early adolescence on the transition into tertiary education and work life. Specifically, the current project aims at (1) investigating differences in academic trajectories and academic success between young adults who had previously suffered from internalizing problems vs. those who had not suffered from them, (2) identifying the impact of mediating social and academic factors, and (3) investigating the impact of socioeconomic background on the transition experiences of young adults with and without previous internalizing problems. The project uses data from the TRAIN study (Jonkmann, Rose, & Trautwein, 2013), a longitudinal study, designed to analyze non-academic track students’ social and academic development from grades 5 to 8. The total sample consists of 3,880 students, 47 percent of whom are female. The first phase of the TRAIN study was carried out annually from 2008 until 2012. In the current phase of the project (fall 2016), the now young adults are assessed again in order to gather detailed information about their transition into tertiary education and their current occupational situation.
Self-regulation and executive functions, such as the ability to inhibit prepotent reactions, are critical for successful transition from kindergarten to school and predict academic achievement (e.g., Blair & Razza, 2007). But how can we efficiently improve children’s self-regulation and executive functions in their daily lives? A promising approach is the implementation of physical activity interventions. Such interventions are low cost, easily accessible, and yield positive effects on both mental and physical health. To date, research in adults impressively demonstrates the effects of physical activity to improve executive functions (Barenberg, Berse, & Dutke, 2011).

However, in order to introduce evidence-oriented physical activity interventions on a large scale in kindergartens and schools, standardized studies that identify relevant moderators in samples of children are necessary.

A total of 103 children participated in this study until September 2016. The children were randomly assigned to one of two conditions (figure 15).

In the intervention condition, the child performed various coordinative physical activities (figure 16); in the control condition, the child listened to a story. Both conditions lasted 18 minutes, were embedded in the same age-appropriate fairytale, and took place in a standardized single child-experimenter setting. By doing so, we avoided confounding social effects (e.g., due to group settings). First results indicate that children’s heart rate was significantly increased in the intervention condition compared to the control condition (figure 17).

To evaluate the effects of both conditions, children’s executive function performance was assessed directly after the intervention.
with both behavioral as well as computerized paradigms measuring response inhibition, for example by asking the child to say ‘girl’ when seeing a picture of a boy. Additionally, parents filled out questionnaires in order to take into account children’s background characteristics (e.g., body mass index, habitual sport activities).

Our results will reveal new insights into the effectiveness of physical activity for improving executive functions. Although physical activity is widely known to enhance learning, large scale implementation in kindergartens and schools should not take place before having established a theory-driven, evidence-oriented intervention. Based on our findings, further field studies may provide results for deriving practical recommendations for early education.

**Figure 16.** Exemplary exercise of physical activity intervention.

**Figure 17.** Preliminary results: Time course of mean heart rate in the intervention condition (red line, n = 30) and in the control condition (blue line, n = 31).

**COOPERATION PARTNERS**

Mirko Schmidt, Fabienne Egger (University of Bern, Switzerland)

**CENTRAL PUBLICATIONS**


Language is central to learning and critical for academic success. On the one hand, lack of exposure to and understanding of complex, academic language hinders language learning and acquisition of knowledge. On the other hand, limited language production capabilities inhibit demonstration of knowledge in communicative situations and in the course of assessments. Thus, language is necessarily central to any education-oriented research and in LEAD effectively links all of the graduate school’s subareas.

Thematically, our research can be categorized into three major strands: linguistic complexity in education, explicit and implicit instruction in language learning, and language use in context.

Research on linguistic complexity in education includes analysis of items in tests and surveys and of textbooks. We developed computational methods for analyzing a wide range of linguistic complexity features for German and English and are using these to explore differences between schoolbooks for different age groups or school types. LEAD research also investigates the impact of linguistic complexity on student responses to survey items in educational large-scale assessments, and it displays the relevance of linguistic complexity for children solving mathematical word problems.

In the second strand, LEAD targets the balance between implicit and explicit instruction of form and of meaning in language learning. Research explores automatic input enrichment and input enhancement in web-based settings while experiments study the role of meaning in acquiring grammar or inductive and deductive strategies in teaching Latin. An intervention study employs scaffolding techniques to build academic language at the transition from primary to secondary school.

Thirdly, a rich strand of LEAD research focuses on language use in context. It integrates foundational research investigating the role of embodiment in language learning as well as drama-grammatical interventions for German second-language learners in primary school. Considering rhetoric as the art of discourse, LEAD research studies the effectiveness of interventions and training programs targeting speech clarity and vividness of presentations in primary and secondary school.

**FINISHED DISSERTATIONS**


Reading is a core competence for acquiring knowledge and the development of reading skills is closely linked to the learning opportunities provided in the classroom. In addition to the structural and procedural characteristics of teaching and the time spent on reading, the nature of the reading material plays a central role in this process. The aim of the Reading Demands project was to analyze and compare the nature of the reading material in terms of the linguistic complexity of textbooks for different school tracks and grades.

After systematically collecting all geography textbooks approved in the state of Baden-Württemberg for the different school tracks and grades, we examined the linguistic characteristics of the texts they contained using computational linguistic methods. We focused on expository texts, which represent a near majority (49%) of the texts in the textbooks. A total of 5,973 texts from 35 textbooks by four publishers for grades 5 to 10 were examined.

A wide spectrum of lexical, morphological and syntactic characteristics was analyzed and compared between school tracks and grades. The analysis revealed that in general the texts do not appear to be systematically written in a way that adapts the linguistic complexity of the texts to the language abilities of the students in the different grades and school tracks. The results therefore provide an opportunity for publishers to more explicitly consider the nature of the linguistic encoding of the information in the textbooks, which arguably should be in line with the curriculum content. To support this process, we are considering the development of a web-based tool to support textbook editors in analyzing the relevant aspects of linguistic complexity.

CENTRAL PUBLICATIONS


The project team including the LEAD members Doreen Bryant, Detmar Meurers, Karin Berendes, and Sowmya Vajjala.
In a globalizing world, learning foreign languages is more crucial than ever. The new education curriculum for grammar schools in Baden-Württemberg (2016) elaborates on the significance of language learning by citing Jürgen Baumert (2002), who describes competence in foreign languages as a fundamental “cultural instrument” (Kulturwerkzeug). The learning of a new grammatical system is typically one of the most demanding subtasks. With three studies we tried to shed light on the question of how the acquisition of a foreign grammar can be facilitated.

An important challenge in language teaching is how to integrate different aspects of the language, especially form and meaning aspects. Should grammar be taught independently of meaning, or does knowledge about the meaning of a sentence facilitate the acquisition of the new grammar? In two consecutive experiments, we presented 160 participants with Latin sentences and instructed them to identify the underlying rules. Participants were either given the meaning of the sentences (experimental group) or not (control group). We implemented different ways of providing the experimental group with the meaning of the sentences. In experiment 1, participants received photographs that depicted the meaning of the sentences, whereas in experiment 2 they received a quasi-translation in a propositional-like format specifying the thematic roles in the sentences (see figure 18). The aim of experiment 2 was to rule out possible alternative explanations, such as a multimedia effect.

In the post-test of both experiments, participants were asked to distinguish grammatically correct from grammatically incorrect sentences to assess their acquired grammatical skills. The results were very clear: Participants in the experimental group, who acquired grammar with meaning, clearly outperformed participants in the control group, who acquired grammar without meaning. This was the case independent of whether meaning was

**Figure 18.** Different formats of presenting sentences and their meaning.
Another crucial field in language teaching is instructional design. In our second study, we focused on the question of whether learners need explicit information about the grammatical structures in order to acquire grammar rules. We used the so-called cross situational learning paradigm which imitates a natural language learning setting in the lab. A total of 90 participants were presented with Latin sentences and at the same time two pictures, from which they had to pick the one that was described by the sentence. We tested three groups of participants who either received explicit, partially explicit or no information about the grammatical structures. This method enabled us to gain insight not only into the overall learning performance, but also into the dynamics of the learning process. A total of 90 participants were tested in three groups with different instructions. The study was carried out in collaboration with Patrick Rebuschat and Padraic Monaghan (Lancaster, UK). Data analysis is still ongoing.

The third study of the project attempts to shed light on a memory-related issue of language learning. From research concerned with the so-called testing effect (Carrier & Pashler, 1992), it is well known that (self-)testing during the learning of new contents can improve the memory performance as well as the retention of the newly acquired knowledge. We are aiming at investigating whether this also holds true for grammar learning. The study will be carried out as an online experiment and is currently in preparation.

COOPERATION PARTNERS

Patrick Rebuschat, Padraic Monaghan (Lancaster University, UK)

THIRD-PARTY FUNDS ORIGINATING FROM THIS PROJECT

Braungart, K., Kaup, B., Öttl, B.: Co-funding of the international PhD workshop “Studying Language Learning: From the Laboratory to the Classroom”, Tübingen. Future Concept of the Excellence Initiative at the University of Tübingen, 6,754 €, December 2015.
Presentations are a crucial part of today’s school system. Student presentations are not only used as an examination method or performance test, they also aim at the development of competences and enhance peer-to-peer-learning through the dissemination of knowledge in a presentation. When focusing on the question of how students can convey knowledge in an efficient way, rhetoric comes into play, stylistic features of language and media use, as well as the performance of the presenters. We have conducted two studies to evaluate how students’ rhetorical competence can be fostered through presentation trainings and also to promote empirical research in the field of rhetoric, which, in the past, was mostly occupied with hermeneutic or analytical approaches.

One study focuses on the evaluation of a presentation training program in the nationwide scientific presentation contest “Jugend präsentiert” (“Youth presents”). The intervention took place in the form of a “presentation academy”, a two-day presentation training developed by the Presentation Research Center at the University of Tübingen. Around 100 students (age 12-19) participated in this training, which included modules on the rhetorical analysis of the situation, instrumental-operative competence, and performance aspects. One key aspect to evaluate the effectiveness of this development and training of scientific presentation skills
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Figure 19. Self-reports from the Presentation Academy regarding the self-assessment of presentation competence and speech anxiety show a higher value of presentation competence and a lower level of speech anxiety with the experimental group.
presentation training was to develop a video assessment instrument for presentation competence, based on the presentations held and taped at different stages during the contest. For this, a group of university students were trained to rate the presentations filmed before, during, and after the intervention. Additionally, students filled out questionnaires and self-reports during all stages of the presentation contest. While the ratings are still being evaluated, self-reports and questionnaires show an improvement in the self-perception of presentation competence as well as a decrease in speech anxiety.

The evaluation of the filmed presentations shows that the assessment instrument is functional, and the results of the evaluation of the student presentations will follow shortly.

The second study is concerned with the process of knowledge dissemination in peer-to-peer learning and the role of the rhetorical techniques of clarity and vividness, which can be used verbally as well as visually. The study poses two research questions, firstly regarding the teenage students’ general understanding of rhetorical techniques and secondly the effects of training the techniques of clarity and vividness on the presenter. The study targets advanced level students in the 11th and 12th grade, who are asked to hold a presentation after they have received either placebo training or training specifically designed to foster clarity and vividness. Additionally, the students filled out questionnaires. In July 2016, a total of 90 students from 3 schools participated; the evaluation of the data is currently ongoing.

With both studies, the Presentation Research Center, which is funded by the Klaus Tschira Stiftung (KTS), Heidelberg, and located at the Seminar für Allgemeine Rhetorik, strives to advance the research on presentations as well as foster the presentation competence of students, especially in STEM education.
INTERSECTION 5
EDUCATION, LIFE COURSE DEVELOPMENT, AND SOCIAL DISPARITIES

In this intersection, we examine how education and learning are embedded in social contexts. Research topics are not limited to particular stages of the educational system, but follow the entire life of an individual from early childhood to continuing education. Closely related, the intersection also examines returns on education and training in later stages of life, such as labor market outcomes, social integration and satisfaction.

The interdisciplinary approach consists of researchers from the fields of economics, sociology, education sciences and psychology, which allows the integration of state-of-the art theoretical and empirical models in order to address topical questions concerning educational opportunities on micro- and macro-levels of society. The main methodological approach is the secondary data analysis of large scale longitudinal surveys, complemented with own data collections using quantitative methods. In order to address life-course related research questions, prospective panel data as well as retrospective life-course data are used. Furthermore, the spectrum of methods includes longitudinal and multilevel models to thereby examine, for example, multiple transitions or context conditions. Where possible, data from standardized achievement tests are included to better control for selection effects.

Regarding inequality and mobility in educational trajectories, we examine individual and context factors which explain individual educational aspirations, decisions and pathways. Research dealing with educational inequality consistently reveals that family background is highly associated with children’s school performance, educational aspirations and decisions. This research focuses on how context conditions within and outside the family, such as schools and neighborhoods, influence children’s development.

We also examine pathways into, through and out of higher education. This research scrutinizes questions of progress and persistence in higher education and strives to identify “risk-factors” that are related to delayed graduation and non-completion. In particular, the diversity of pathways to higher education raises the question of how detours to higher education translate into specific transition patterns through and out of higher education. This research therefore aims to acknowledge the embeddedness of higher education in individual vita and the resulting resources and limitations.

The research field Educational Transitions and Economic Outcomes focuses on the sequential nature of educational trajectories and on returns of education. The highly tracked educational system in Germany channels students into different tracks very early in life, which may result in path-dependencies and inequality. This area therefore aims to shed light on how the diverse non-linear pathways through the German educational system translate into revisions of early educational decisions and how this serves to reduce or enhance social inequality.

FINISHED DISSERTATIONS

Weßling, K. (2016). The influence of socio-spatial contexts on transitions from school to vocational and academic training in Germany. University of Tübingen.
Individual educational success can be traced to two theoretical mechanisms: On the one hand, external structural and institutional conditions are responsible for providing objective educational opportunities. On the other hand, the individual’s educational intention, motivation and goals are key determinants of educational success. Previous research has consistently shown that beyond institutional settings, individual educational aspirations appear to be mainly influenced by parents, peers, and neighborhood contexts.

Empirical evidence shows that parents and children of higher social classes not only have higher initial aspirations, but also that their aspirations are more stable over time and less adaptable. Peers and acquaintances also have a significant effect on the education and career plans of young people. These effects are strongly related to the importance of the socio-economic composition of the school environment.

This research project deals with the effect that academically educated people in the residential environment have on an individual’s educational aspirations. A higher share of academics in the neighborhood is expected to increase educational aspirations through more interaction with highly educated persons. These contacts can function as “role models” as they exemplify a specific life concept in which education plays a crucial role for economic welfare, social status and social acceptance. Social norms can additionally set expectations concerning educational performance and attitudes towards educational attainment levels. Small-scale geo-referenced data enables us to aggregate contexts flexibly within a radius around a particular location. We expect to observe strongest effects within a radius of up to a few kilometers, i.e., a

![Figure 20. Average marginal effects (AME) of proportion of academics on aspirations for higher education, data: GSOEP, microm consumer marketing.](image)
radius in which everyday interaction is assumed to take place.

We find that the share of academics in the residential environment does in fact positively support the aspirations of young people to attend higher education. However, this effect is only observed for young people whose parents have no higher education. We also can confirm our expectation that this effect is limited to an interaction radius of up to 2,500 meters.

---

**Figure 21.** Flexible operationalization of living environments, exemplified for three cases with two different radii.

**Figure 22.** Microm market cells example for the city of Berlin, data: microm consumer marketing.

---

**CENTRAL PUBLICATIONS**

Every year a growing percentage of each birth cohort enters higher education. At the same time, pathways into higher education have become more flexible and diverse over the past decades. For both practical and theoretical purposes, more knowledge is needed about pathways into and through the system of higher education. In bringing together sociological, educational, and psychological perspectives, LEAD strives to contribute to the existing knowledge in the field.

One example of work of this area is the incorporation of life-course perspectives into higher education research. We perceive higher education as part of an individual qualification strategy that can be pursued during and after periods of vocational training and labor market participation. Pre-tertiary education in Germany places a strong emphasis on vocational training. On the one hand, students can pursue post-secondary vocational training in order to obtain formal qualifications for entering the skilled labor market; on the other hand, upper secondary education does not only consist of general upper secondary institutions, but also of upper secondary institutions with a vocational specialization. Hence, access to higher education can be obtained with a variety of pathways, including vocational training and specialized upper secondary schools. This raises the question of whether these vocational routes “divert” students away from higher education or facilitate access to higher education, and whether they contribute to social disparities in educational achievement. Furthermore, we are interested in knowing whether vocational knowledge and skills obtained in pre-tertiary education are helpful during higher education or are rather associated with higher rates of non-completion. We assume that pre-tertiary vocational specialization is indicative of a clear occupational concept and expectations of students and that for this reason the choices in higher education are more stable. Moreover, vocational knowledge...
may be beneficial in higher education since students profit from their skills. However, formal vocational qualifications open attractive alternatives outside higher education, which may lead to higher drop out probability.

Our empirical findings suggest that formal vocational qualification is a “safety net” in case of dropout from higher education: Whereas dropouts without these qualifications often have to enter vocational training programs in order to enter the skilled labor market, dropouts with pre-tertiary vocational qualifications normally have little difficulty to enter the skilled labor market.

SUPPORTED BY

COOPERATION PARTNERS
Mirte Scholten (MZES, Mannheim University)
Uta Liebeskind (DZHW, Hannover University)
Elisabeth Hovdhaugen (NIFU, Oslo)
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THIRD-PARTY FUNDS ORIGINATING FROM THIS PROJECT

Educational qualifications are a major determinant of labor market success and therefore an important source of economic and social inequalities. Most education systems have a complex structure with multiple stages and differentiated tracks. The sequential nature of educational decisions makes it necessary to consider all transitions. Focusing only on achieved educational levels or individual transitions ignores how a given level is achieved and how background factors (such as parental education) influence previous decisions (Cameron and Heckman, 2001).

This project uses newly available data from the National Educational Panel Study (NEPS, starting cohort 6) to study educational trajectories in Germany.

From an international perspective, the German system is of particular interest for at least two reasons: First, it provides highly institutionalized branches of vocational and academic training, which is deemed to be a potential model for other countries – especially for those with high youth unemployment rates. Another distinguishing feature of the German system is that it channels individuals into different tracks at an extremely early age (typically 10 years). Indeed, the German system is widely considered ‘the starkest example of early tracking’ (Brunello et al., 2012).

What is less known, however, is that, despite the pronounced feature of early tracking, the system provides the possibility...
to switch tracks at many points and to pursue indirect routes to reach a particular educational goal. Our approach to studying complete sequences of educational decisions allows us to investigate in detail such indirect routes through the system. For example, individuals may upgrade to a higher track of secondary schooling after having completed a lower track, or they may decide to take up studies at a university after first opting for a vocational degree. We also study educational transitions that have rarely been studied before, such as the decision to obtain a degree as a master craftsman after successful completion of a vocational degree or the decision to study at a university as opposed to a more practically oriented university of applied sciences (FH).

Our results show that a surprisingly high number of individuals takes indirect routes through the system, i.e., revises earlier track decisions at later stages. However, we also show that such indirect routes are as socially selective as the standard routes through the system and thus do not serve to reduce social and economic inequalities. It appears that the option to revise earlier decisions is not mainly used by those whose poor background may have held them back at earlier decisions, but rather by those from higher backgrounds who seize the ‘second chance’ to obtain the status achieved by their parents. We show that parental background variables not only influence early track choices, but also very late ones such as the decision to study at a university rather than a university of applied science. A cohort comparison reveals a generally stable pattern of social selectivity across two birth cohorts (1950-1964 vs. 1965-1979). This generalizes earlier findings that educational expansion did not successfully reduce social selectivity.

In the second part of the project, we link educational transitions to economic outcomes such as the wage earned and the occupational position reached. In this way, we are able to measure the ‘returns’ of particular educational transitions. Moreover, we are able to investigate whether individuals make educational choices for which the individual returns are particularly high.

**CENTRAL PUBLICATIONS**


RESEARCH – RELEVANCE – RESPONSIBILITY
OUR MISSION

As an integrated research and training program, the LEAD mission is to excel in terms of high-quality research on learning, educational achievement, and life course development, as well as in providing a superb learning environment for young researchers who will pursue a career in research or in leading non-research positions. Starting with the observation that educational practice and policy are often not guided by robust scientific knowledge, LEAD identified seven key questions in education that are systematically addressed in our research program. Furthermore, a central pillar of the LEAD mission is the conviction that research on education will fundamentally gain in terms of assessment, explanation, and intervention by bringing together researchers from different disciplines in a productive way.

LEAD’S IMPACT ON SOCIETY

SOCIENTAL CONTRIBUTION OF OUR RESEARCH

The LEAD mission is closely linked to making a contribution to society. At the most general level, both in its research and training program, LEAD is inspired by the belief that decision-making in modern Western societies must stay attuned to the best scientific evidence available and that the dearth of robust scientific evidence in education has to be overcome.

At a more specific level, LEAD research centers around seven key questions in education that address, for example, the quality of teaching, effective learning environments and the potential of modern media in the classroom.

There is no doubt about both the relevance of these questions for educational practice and.

*In reporting LEAD’s impact on society, we use the framework proposed in “Evaluating the societal relevance of academic research: A guide” (ERIC publication 1001 EN, 2010).
and policy and the need for more solid research to better address these questions. In doing so, LEAD research typically takes on the form of use-inspired basic research and tackles research questions through assessment, explanation, and intervention.

How is LEAD research disseminated into society? It is important to emphasize that what is expected from researchers and what would be considered inappropriate in terms of dissemination differs considerably across different countries. There has been a shift in Germany that has caused researchers to more explicitly take into account the role of relevance and responsibility in research over the last years, but the role of researchers in the dissemination process differs between countries such as the U.S., Great Britain, and the Netherlands.

For instance, the concrete work at school or, more generally, with practitioners is not deemed to be within the sphere of researchers, but rather part of a professional support system located at a local, state, or federal level – even if this support system is, in parts, not as effective as it could be. Hence, LEAD is exploring and negotiating various ways to make our research important and available to practitioners.

At the moment, the LEAD dissemination strategy has three main goals. First, LEAD tries to contribute to a heightened awareness in decision makers of the important contribution of research for creating an effective educational system. Second, the LEAD training program lets young professionals acquire all the necessary knowledge to implement an evidence-oriented approach in educational decision making. Third, LEAD strives to make research findings widely available to the society through a number of different measures and target persons. LEAD members disseminate knowledge among several levels of stakeholders in addition to the scientific community including politicians and the press, decision makers in administrations, school headmasters, teachers and teacher students, students and their parents, school psychologists, and therapists.

**INDICATORS OF SOCIETAL RELEVANCE**

For evaluating societal relevance, we considered the various interactions of the LEAD members with the diverse stakeholders. In the field of policymaking, LEAD members were offered important advisory board roles. Examples are:

- Josef Schrader, who is a member of the scientific advisory board “Literacy Decade” of the Federal Ministry of Education and Research in Germany,
- Pia Schober, who is a member of an expert committee of the EU Commission in the “Development of Early Childhood Education in Germany” (Ausbau frühkindlicher Bildung und Betreuung in Deutschland), and
- Ulrich Trautwein, who is the chairman of the advisory board of the Standing Conference of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs (Kultusministerkonferenz der Länder und Bundesministerium für Bildung und Forschung) and the Federal Ministry of Education and Research which consults the federal and state governments on issues related to the performance of the German education system in comparison with other countries.
LEAD researchers are in great demand as experts and authors of articles in non-academic journals, magazines and newspapers, TV and radio broadcasts all over Germany. About 200 reports on LEAD members and their studies were published in 2016.

Members of LEAD were co-applicants of the successful grant application for creating the Tübingen School of Education (TüSE), and LEAD has been a TüSE partner since it was founded in 2015. TüSE is currently restructuring the teacher training at the University of Tübingen and has especially profited from LEAD’s research infrastructure. Moreover, several LEAD members are active on the school board of the TüSE and as professors for methodology in teacher training. In this way, LEAD research results have a direct impact on teacher development.

LEAD also ensures that students and teachers profit from the results of the research network. Many schools in the vicinity of Tübingen participate in the LEAD school partnership program. The willingness of schools to cooperate in this endeavor is indicative of their interest in new scientific insights.

In the context of the school partnership program, we also collaborate with the staff of the administration and ministry of Baden-Württemberg, which is another important aspect of our impact on society. Several of the representatives have accepted invitations to our retreats or to our Science Day, which has led to a continuous exchange of ideas. LEAD members have also been commissioned by the state of Baden-Württemberg to evaluate an important project involving the use of tablet computers in schools.

Further indicators of societal relevance are the increasing demand for lectures and the publication of research results in various textbooks. For example, Hogrefe Publishing House is now planning a book series on psychology in schools; two of the five editors are LEAD members.

ACTIVITIES IN RESEARCH TRANSLATION

- More than 60 talks and events for teachers and school authorities
- More than 35 publications for users, written by LEAD members (articles in journals and magazines, books, book series, webpages)
- More than 45 talks and events for the general public
- About 200 reports on LEAD members and their research in newspapers, online media, TV, radio and magazines (in 2016 only)
LEAD PhD candidate Friederike Blume presents her research to the interested public at an open day of the University of Tübingen.
LEAD is committed to collect the best possible data in research projects, and to use that data efficiently; furthermore to avoid any unnecessary strain on participants and wasteful use of resources. This responsibility is emphasized and established as a norm for researchers within LEAD as well as specifically emphasized in PhD training during orientation and at the initiation into LEAD.

Data collected in LEAD projects is used efficiently: Frequently multiple research projects combine efforts in collecting data together and creating a rich set of observations that can be used to answer multiple research questions from several different perspectives. Small-scale studies in field settings are generally discouraged, thereby minimizing the rate of false positive and false negative findings and reducing the burden on participating schools. Secondary data analyses are also common. This re-use of available data occurs particularly often between different LEAD projects and thus between different disciplines. In such cases data LEAD members share data to answer different questions from different perspectives and methodological strategies. This not only uses data efficiently, but offers a unique opportunity to connect the different disciplines, expand the differentiated and ultimately integrative understanding of the studied phenomena, and encourages cross-(sub)disciplinary methodological development.

Data collection in large studies with many participants enables control and active management of the strain on schools and students. By carefully planning, combining and organizing large data collection projects and systematically keeping track of the schools and classes invited for participation, the quality of the data is greatly improved: Respondents and participants are exhausted due to an excessive number of studies conducted. Access to the field is conserved as a valuable resource for future studies. In addition, larger studies combining data collection for several research projects present a substantial saving of resources (e.g., research assistant hours, researchers’ hours).
The positive effects of responsible data collection planning for participants and the strain they are subject to at LEAD are additionally overseen by the newly founded ethics committee at the Faculty of Sciences (see box below). All research proposals within LEAD undergo review by the committee, which was created to meet the needs of LEAD, the Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology and the Psychological Institute of the University of Tübingen. The ethics committee is also a strong component of the data responsibility policy at LEAD, aimed at further enhancing the conservation and sustainability of resources and protection of participants’ privacy.

Increasing scientific discussions at LEAD focus on improving data efficiency not only by saving resources, but increasing the quality of data and study designs themselves. A growing number of recurring events (LEAD colloquium, LEAD seminar sessions) as well as talks and workshops are dedicated to improving the effectiveness and usefulness of the data collected. In addition, the discussion about reproducible science in general has gained momentum. Various scientific communities are contributing more and more to a robust and cumulative body of scientific research. In this vein, LEAD is currently developing a research data archival policy that maximizes sustainability, re-usability and reliability of research procedures, analyses and inferences from empirical results. While LEAD itself strives to use original data and data from other sources efficiently through multiple usage, this policy will contribute greatly to making original data collected under the auspices of LEAD re-usable for third parties and amenable to exhaustion of their full potential. We are also discussing ways to systematically pre-register studies, share data with the scientific community through appropriate degrees of openness, and in general further enhance the documentation, traceability, and accountability of research processes. An initial version of a unified policy and fundamental steps towards its implementation are expected in the course of 2017.

**ETHICS COMMITTEE**

Being well aware of its responsibilities, LEAD has established an ethics committee together with the Faculty of Science and the Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology, which follows the recommendations of the German Psychological Society (DGP). The following LEAD members are involved in the ethics committee:

- **Caterina Gawrilow** (chairperson)
- **Benjamin Nagengast** (vice-chairperson)
- **Martin Hautzinger, Johanna Schmid** and **Jennifer Svaldi** (members)
EVENTS AND COOPERATIONS
EVENTS

RETREATS

At the LEAD retreats, which take place twice a year, distinguished national and international guests are invited to give a talk or organize a discussion about key topics. These three-day events have proven to instigate productive network activities between PhD candidates as well as postdocs and faculty members. At its inception, 50 participants visited the retreat; in autumn 2016 we welcomed approximately 120 guests.

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS AT RETREATS

Marcel van Assen – Tilburg University
Clancy Blair – New York University
Lex Borghans – Maastricht University
Kenneth Dodge – Duke University
Alexander Grob – University of Basel
Jeffrey Harring – University of Minnesota
Paul Leeman – Utrecht University
Oliver Lüdtke – Leibniz Institute for Science and Mathematics Education at Kiel University
Kou Murayama – University of Reading
Reinhard Pekrun – Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
C. Cybele Raver – New York University
Alexander Renkl – University of Freiburg
Brent Roberts – University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Trudie Schils – Maastricht University
Eric Stice – Oregon Research Institute/University of Texas at Austin
Herman van de Werfhorst – University of Amsterdam
Stephen G. West – Arizona State University/Freie Universität Berlin
Allan Wigfield – University of Maryland
LEAD LECTURE SERIES

The LEAD Lecture Series takes place each semester. LEAD members invite national and international experts from their discipline to visit and give a lecture. Doctoral candidates are encouraged to meet individually with these guests to discuss research and career questions. “Meet-the-Expert” sessions are held to facilitate interaction between students and guests. About 50 guests have been invited since November 2012, among them Monique Boekaerts (Leiden University, Netherlands), Eckhard Klieme (German Institute for International Educational Research), Richard Ryan (Australian Catholic University), Maarten Vansteenkiste (Ghent University, Belgium), Herman van de Werfhorst (University of Amsterdam, Netherlands) and Stefan Wolter (University of Bern, Switzerland).
TÜBINGEN SUMMER SERIES ON PERSONALITY PSYCHOLOGY

Since summer 2013, each year renowned international researchers specializing in personality psychology, social psychology, and economic science come to Tübingen to give lectures as a part of the Summer Series on Personality Psychology. About 20 speakers came to Tübingen to join the summer series.

SPEAKERS IN THE SUMMER SERIES ON PERSONALITY PSYCHOLOGY

Mitja Back – Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster
Lex Borghans – Maastricht University
Rodica Damian – University of Houston
Jaap Denissen – Tilburg University
Chris Fraley – University of Illinois
Patrick Hill – Carleton University
Robert Krueger – University of Minnesota
Wenting Mu – University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Chris Nye – Michigan State University
Eva Pomerantz – University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Brent Roberts – University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Richard W. Robins – University of California, Davis
James Rounds – DePaul University
Trudie Schils – Maastricht University
Jule Specht – Freie Universität Berlin
Rong Su – Purdue University
Jennifer Tackett – University of Houston
Simine Vazire – University of Texas at Austin
In December 2016, LEAD organized together with the Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology a winter school that provided in-depth insights into the design, implementation, and analysis of randomized controlled field trials (RCFTs) for 13 doctoral students that are affiliated with the University of Tübingen and for 12 junior researchers from the Netherlands and all over Germany.

RCFTs aim at evaluating educational interventions under realistic conditions and have gained increasing importance in education sciences over the last years. RCFTs in the school context present a number of challenges regarding their standardized implementation and the consideration of the multilevel structure of the school context in design and analysis. The winter school was divided in five workshops, subsequent “Meet-the-Expert” sessions, and key notes. Gerard van Breukelen (Maastricht University), Larry Hedges (Northwestern University), Lindsay Page (University of Pittsburgh), and Carole Torgerson (Durham University) shared their expertise on the most relevant methodological aspects of RCFTs.

WINTER SCHOOL “RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED FIELD TRIALS”

In several workshops, Larry Hedges from Northwestern University shared his expertise on randomized field trials.
EXTERNAL PARTNERS

LEAD actively maintains rich and fruitful relationships with several external partners, both national and international. Partners range from individual researchers to entire institutions. Moreover, the types of collaborations are manifold, including shared supervision of PhD candidates, reciprocal lab visits and research projects, many of which have led to successful publications. The LEAD national and international partner network is still growing every year.

INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS

LEIBNIZ-INSTITUT FÜR WISSENSMEDISN IN TÜBINGEN (IWM)

• active role in the initial proposal for the LEAD Graduate School & Research Network
• active participation in the scientific and administrative processes within LEAD

GERMAN INSTITUTE OF ADULT EDUCATION – LEIBNIZ CENTRE FOR LIFELONG LEARNING IN BONN (DIE)

• official cooperation agreement
• PhD candidates of both LEAD and the DIE can attend seminars and training courses at the respective partner institution as part of their training program.
• reciprocal lab visits

TÜBINGEN DISTINGUISHED INTERNATIONAL PROFESSORSHIPS

• Clancy Blair, New York University, USA
• Jacquelynne Eccles, University of California, Irvine, USA
• Kou Murayama, University of Reading, UK
• Patrick Rebuschat, Lancaster University, UK
• Brent Roberts, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, USA
• Herman van de Werfhorst, University of Amsterdam, NL
• Tamara van Gog, Utrecht University, NL

LEAD's Distinguished International Professors Brent W. Roberts, Tamara van Gog, and Clancy Blair.
NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL AFFILIATES

Stuart Kime – Durham University (since 2014)
Timo Stein – University of Amsterdam (since 2016)
Thorsten Zander – Technische Universität Berlin (since 2015)

Our national and international affiliates are important cooperation partners for both PhD candidates and faculty. Some of them have stayed in Tübingen for the duration of a semester as part of the Teach@Tübingen program (a fellowship offered by the University of Tübingen and supported by the German Research Foundation (ZUK 63)), others worked together with LEAD members and were then affiliated. As affiliates, they are entitled to apply for intramural funding together with LEAD members and are welcome to participate in all LEAD events, e.g., the retreat. In return we expect them to support LEAD and its mission both actively and in spirit, e.g., by referring suitable PhD candidates to us.

INTERNATIONAL GUESTS

• Tzu-Ling Hua – Teach@Tübingen Fellow in 2014 (Durham University)
• Yi Jiang – Teach@Tübingen Fellow, Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology, University of Tübingen in 2016 (Korea University)
• Juyeon Song – Teach@Tübingen Fellow, Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology, University of Tübingen in 2016 (Korea University)

FEATURED: STUART KIME

Stuart Kime has been a LEAD-member since April 2014 when he came to Tübingen as a Teach@Tübingen fellow. He is the director of Evidence Based Education, a UK-based institution that helps schools and policy-makers around the world to better understand research evidence and use it to inform decision making. He studied for his PhD in Education at the University of Durham. Stuart is a regular guest at LEAD and teaches a seminar on “Research and Practice”.

FUTURE PLANNED COOPERATIONS

- **Cooperation with New York University**: LEAD is currently negotiating a cooperation with the Neuroscience and Education Lab, led by Clancy Blair and C. Cybele Raver, and the Motivation Lab, led by Peter Gollwitzer and Gabriele Oettingen at New York University. Additionally, Clancy Blair became one of LEAD’s Distinguished International Professors in 2017.

- **Cooperation with the Centre of Evaluation and Monitoring (CEM) at Durham University**: LEAD is in the process of establishing an institutional cooperation with the Centre of Evaluation and Monitoring and the Department of Education at Durham University (UK). CEM is one of the leading centers of educational effectiveness research in the UK and has great expertise in engaging with stakeholders in schools and policy-making.

- **Cooperation with University of Maryland**: LEAD and the Hector Research Institute received funding from the University of Maryland and University of Tübingen International Collaboration on Research and Training in the Natural and Social Sciences to support collaborative research and student-faculty exchanges in 2015-16 and 2016-17. The group that encompasses educational psychologists and educational methodologists has developed new projects focusing on the measurement and development of motivation, and on methodological innovations for longitudinal data analysis.
LAB VISITS OF LEAD PHD CANDIDATES

Katharina Allgaier  Department of Psychology, University of Copenhagen, Denmark
Katharina Braungart  Department of Linguistics and English Language, Lancaster University, UK
Hanna Gaspard  School of Education, University of California Irvine, USA
Sebastian Grissmann  Department of Biological Psychology and Neuroergonomics, Technische Universität Berlin, Germany
Michael Grosz  Department of Psychology, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
Petra Haas  The Institute of Applied Health Sciences, University of Aberdeen, UK
Isabelle Häfner  Department of Psychology, University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA
Thomas Lösch  Leibniz Institute for Science and Mathematics Education, University of Kiel, Germany
Simón Ruiz Hernández  Department of Linguistics and English Language, Lancaster University, UK
Michèle Suhlmann  Center for Social and Cultural Psychology, University of Leuven, Belgium
Sowmya Vajjala  Center for Language Technology, University of Gothenburg, Sweden
Katarina Weßling  Research Centre for Education and the Labor Market, School of Business and Economics, Maastricht University, The Netherlands
## GRADUATES OF THE LEAD GRADUATE SCHOOL & RESEARCH NETWORK

The following list contains all LEAD graduates who submitted their dissertations by March 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>TITLE OF DISSERTATION</th>
<th>POSITION SUBSEQUENT TO DISSERTATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daniela Ahlberg</td>
<td>Embodiment in first and second language acquisition</td>
<td>Internship in psychiatry as requirement for obtaining the degree of psychotherapist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katharina Allgaier</td>
<td>Honesty-humility at school: A person x situation approach to explain students’ social behavior</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Researcher at Paediatric and Juvenile Psychiatry and Psychotherapy, University of Tübingen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirjam Frey</td>
<td>The significance of finger-based representations for numeric abilities – results of an intervention at the beginning of primary school and differentiation of structural features</td>
<td>Psychologist at the Clinic for Psychosomatic Medicine and Psychotherapy, Stuttgart Clinical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna Gaspard</td>
<td>Promoting value beliefs in mathematics: A multidimensional perspective and the role of gender</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Researcher at LEAD/Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology, University of Tübingen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastian Grissmann</td>
<td>Investigating the prerequisites for a robust neurotutor: The detection of mixed user states containing working memory load, affective valence and affective dominance</td>
<td>Internship in psychiatry as requirement for obtaining the degree of psychotherapist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petra Haas</td>
<td>Physical activity in children and adults – Associations with affect and impact on executive functions</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Researcher at LEAD Graduate School &amp; Research Network, University of Tübingen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Häfner</td>
<td>Investigating associations between family background and students’ academic outcomes: The role of parents’ motivation</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Researcher at LEAD/Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology, University of Tübingen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>TITLE OF DISSERTATION</td>
<td>POSITION SUBSEQUENT TO DISSERTATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelin Herbein</td>
<td>Public speaking training as an enrichment program for elementary school children: Conceptualization, evaluation, and implementation</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Researcher at LEAD/Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology, University of Tübingen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliane Kant</td>
<td>Fostering the acquisition of scientific reasoning with video modeling examples and inquiry tasks</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Researcher at LEAD/Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology, University of Tübingen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Lösch</td>
<td>Perceiving achievement in schools: How do self-appraisals, peer appraisals and achievement relate to each other?</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Researcher at the Chair for Personality Psychology and Psychological Assessment, University of Bamberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philipp Mock</td>
<td>Using low-level sensor data to improve touchscreen interaction</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Researcher at Leibniz-Institut für Wissensmedien (IWM), Tübingen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sina Müller</td>
<td>Depressive symptoms in adolescence: Consequences, mechanisms, &amp; school-based prevention efforts</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Researcher at LEAD Graduate School &amp; Research Network, University of Tübingen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliane Richter</td>
<td>Signaling text-picture relations in multimedia learning: The influence of prior knowledge</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Researcher and Coordinator of the Tübingen Digital Teaching Lab (TüDiLab) at Leibniz-Institut für Wissensmedien (IWM), Tübingen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Schiefer</td>
<td>Promoting and measuring elementary school children’s understanding of science</td>
<td>Postdoctoral Researcher at LEAD/Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology, University of Tübingen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sowmya Vajjala</td>
<td>Analyzing text complexity and text simplification: Connecting linguistics, processing and educational applications</td>
<td>Assistant Professor, Iowa State University, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carina Walter</td>
<td>EEG workload prediction in a closed-loop learning environment</td>
<td>Senior Data Analyst at TRON gGmbH, Mainz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katarina Weßling</td>
<td>The influence of socio-spatial contexts on transitions from school to vocational and academic training in Germany</td>
<td>Fritz Thyssen Postdoctoral Fellow at Cologne Graduate School, Institute of Sociology and Social Psychology, University of Cologne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### AWARDS OF LEAD PHD CANDIDATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Award</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Katharina Allgaier</td>
<td>Poster award at the AERA, Division C (Learning and Instruction), Chicago, USA, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella Daroczy</td>
<td>Poster award at the international workshop &quot;Domain-General and Domain-Specific Foundations of Numerical and Arithmetic Processing&quot;, Tübingen, Germany, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanna Gaspard</td>
<td>Highly Commended PhD Award by the Global SELF Research Network, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petra Haas</td>
<td>Poster award at the 30th conference of the European Society of Health Psychology (EHPS/DHP), Aberdeen, GB, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabelle Hafner</td>
<td>Young Researcher Award of the German Psychological Society (DGPS), Section Educational Psychology, Kassel, Germany, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelin Herbein</td>
<td>Award for the best presentation at the conference &quot;Randomised Controlled Trials in the Social Sciences&quot;, York, GB, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verena Hoehne</td>
<td>Award for the best poster at the conference &quot;Randomised Controlled Trials in the Social Sciences&quot;, York, GB, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poster award at the 2nd annual conference of the Association of Empirical Educational Research (GEBF), Frankfurt/Main, Germany, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliane Richter</td>
<td>Jason Albrecht Outstanding Young Scientist Award, 26th annual meeting of the Society for Text and Discourse, Kassel, Germany, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Junior Researcher Award for the &quot;Best Paper Presentation&quot; on the EARLI SIG2 Conference, Geneva, Switzerland, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sven Rieger</td>
<td>Poster award at the 4th annual conference of the Association of Empirical Educational Research (GEBF), Berlin, Germany, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Schiefer</td>
<td>Poster award at the 2nd Symposium of Education Sciences, Dortmund, Germany, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Award for the best presentation at the conference &quot;Randomised Controlled Trials in the Social Sciences&quot;, York, GB, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sowmya Vajjala</td>
<td>Best poster award at the 16th International Conference on Intelligent Text Processing and Computational Linguistics, Cairo, Egypt, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katarina Weßling</td>
<td>Travel Award of the Research Committee 28 on Social Stratification and Mobility in Bern, Switzerland, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### INTRAMURAL PROJECTS (NOV. 2012–JULY 2016)

All intramural research funding in LEAD is competitive. The LEAD Steering Board is authorized to approve projects up to 10,000 €; projects up to 20,000 € are reviewed by external experts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APPLICANT</th>
<th>PROJECT TITLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ahlberg, D., Bryant, D., &amp; Kaup, B.</td>
<td>Differences in language processing in 1st &amp; 2nd language learners of German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahlberg, D., Bryant, D., Kaup, B., &amp; Bischoff, H.</td>
<td>Differences in language processing in first and second language learners of German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allgaier, K.</td>
<td>Interaction between honesty-humility and contextual factors – predicting students social behavior in classical games and the classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artemenko, C., &amp; Dresler, T.</td>
<td>Stimulation intervention for dyscalculics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artemenko, C., Dresler, T., Nürk, H.-C., Ehlis, A.-C., Bahnmüller, J., &amp; Kadosh, R.-C.</td>
<td>Embodied number line training with portable devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artemenko, C., Nürk, H.-C., &amp; Ehlis, A.-C.</td>
<td>Neurofunctional foundations of arithmetic processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berendes, K., Vajjala, S., Meurers, D., &amp; Bryant, D.</td>
<td>Reading demands in Hauptschule and Gymnasium: A comparison of the linguistic complexity of schoolbook texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blume, F., Göllner, R., Dresler, T., Ehlis, A.-C., &amp; Gawrilow, C.</td>
<td>The influence of teachers’ instructional behaviour on children’s learning in a virtual classroom environment: Differences between schoolchildren with and without attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blume, F., Hudak, J., Gawrilow, C., Ehlis, A.-C., &amp; Dresler, T.</td>
<td>A NIRS-based neurofeedback training in a virtual classroom environment in schoolchildren with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braungart, K., Kaup, B., &amp; Meurers, D.</td>
<td>Aspects of foreign grammar learning using Latin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daroczy, G., Wolska, M., Meurers, D. Nürk, H.-C., &amp; Dresler, T.</td>
<td>Mathematic and linguistic factors in solution of word problems: Children-larger scale study &amp; neurocognitive foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaspard, H., &amp; Häfner, I.</td>
<td>Assessment of students’ task values, engagement, and family background and their interrelations in secondary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gawrilow, C., Kelava, A., Renner, T., Schmid, J., Conzelmann, A., Dürrwächter, U., &amp; Fiege, C.</td>
<td>From day hospital back to school: Identifying conditions for successful school reintegration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerjets, P., Grissmann, S., &amp; Walter, C.</td>
<td>Towards passive brain computer interfaces in educational contexts — bridging the gap between the field and the lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grissmann, S., &amp; Gerjets, P.</td>
<td>Investigating the usability of a mobile EEG device for the detection of attention, workload and emotional user states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartung, A., Weßling, K., &amp; Hillmert, S.</td>
<td>Favourable local environments and educational success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLICANT</td>
<td>PROJECT TITLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hellwig L., &amp; Göllner, R.</td>
<td>Classroom quality matters! School-based depression prevention outcome and classroom quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hellwig, L., Gawrilow, C., Renner, T., Schmid, J., &amp; Dürnwächter, U.</td>
<td>Video analysis of ADHD symptoms in simulated classrooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hua, T.-L., &amp; Meurers, D.</td>
<td>How is English language teaching informed by the developmental sequences identified in SLA research: An analysis of English textbooks in Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jusyte, A.</td>
<td>Alterations of social information processing in aggression-prone individuals: Investigation of perceptual, neural, and cognitive risk factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jusyte, A., &amp; Göllner, R.</td>
<td>Processing of relevant social cues in classroom settings: an explorative study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jusyte, A., &amp; Hautzinger, M.</td>
<td>Counteracting adolescent depression: Implementation of the school-based universal prevention program 'Lars &amp; Lisa'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kant, J., Scheiter, K., &amp; Oschatz, K.</td>
<td>Fostering scientific reasoning with worked examples of simulated experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kant, J., Scheiter, K., &amp; Oschatz, K.</td>
<td>Do learners need an inquiry task when learning how to experiment with video modeling examples of virtual experiments?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lang, F., Oschatz, K., Gerjets, P., &amp; Kammerer, Y.</td>
<td>Domain- and context-specific aspects of epistemic cognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipphardt, C., Kramer, O., &amp; Scheiter, K.</td>
<td>Assessing competence of vivid language use through specific rhetorical training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruiz-Hernandez, S., Meurers, D., Kaup, B., &amp; Scheiter, K.</td>
<td>Automatic input enhancement of authentic materials for language learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth, F., Herbein, E., Fauth, B., Kramer, O., &amp; Trautwein, U.</td>
<td>Assessing presentation competence through video-based observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmid, J., Fiege, C., Kelava, A., &amp; Gawrilow, C.</td>
<td>Dynamics of adaptation in the transition from middle school to high school and vocational training: The role of emotion-regulation, inhibition-related functions, and self-regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siegmund, B., Bryant, D., Nagengast, B., &amp; Meurers, D.</td>
<td>Building academic language in science classes at the transition from primary to secondary school – an intervention study using scaffolding techniques and focus-on-form instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suhlmann-Dawud, M., Sassenberg, K., Trautwein, U., &amp; Nagengast, B.</td>
<td>Explaining ethnic disparities in German universities with cultural mismatch and decreased feeling of belonging to the university</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vagvölgyi, R., Nürk, H.-C., Schrader, J., Kaup, B., Dresler, T., &amp; Nagengast, B.</td>
<td>Basic foundations of functional illiteracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vajjala, S., Meurers, D., Jonkmann, K., &amp; Keßler, J.-U.</td>
<td>Towards appropriate reading material for bilingual classrooms (ReBil): Evaluating the role of linguistic complexity analysis and text simplification in authentic contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vajjala, S., Meurers, D., &amp; Scheiter, K.</td>
<td>Linking linguistic &amp; cognitive measures of text complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wasner, M., &amp; Nürk, H.-C.</td>
<td>Neurocognitive correlates of finger counting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wille, E., &amp; Gaspard, H.</td>
<td>Effects of a gender stereotyped math television show on girls’ and boys’ motivation, attitudes and achievement in math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolska, M.</td>
<td>Eye-tracking for user-adaptive systems in education (eyeUSE) subproject: Predicting performance on reading comprehension items using eye-tracking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolska, M., Nürk, H.-C., Meurers, D., &amp; Daroczy, G.</td>
<td>Linguistic and mathematical factors in word problem solving</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THIRD-PARTY FUNDING

Throughout the existence of LEAD, its members have been successfully applying for third-party funds. The following overview presents those applications from which new research and training structures have been developed that are relevant for LEAD. Additionally, from November 2012 through July 2016, the LEAD Faculty has applied successfully for a total of 25 projects at the German Research Foundation (DFG) as well as for a large number of projects at the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF).


The DFG research group was a major starting point for the prosperity of education research in Tübingen and one of the reasons for the success of LEAD. The group was one of only three out of a total of 21 applications, which was funded by the DFG as part of the program “Education Sciences”. At the end of the third phase, the research group was successfully completed in 2016 and all activities were transferred into LEAD.

Kramer, O., Presentation Research Center and project “Jugend präsentiert” [“Youth Presents”]. Klaus Tschira Foundation, 2.500.000 €, 07/2016–06/2021.

Leibniz-Institut für Wissensmedien, University of Tübingen, WissenschaftsCampus II [Science Campus II]. Funded by the University of Tübingen, Leibniz-Institut für Wissensmedien, Leibniz Association, Ministry of Science, Research, and the Arts of the state of Baden-Württemberg, ca. 1.000.000 €, 2017–2020.


In 2016, the Tübingen Digital Teaching Lab (TüDiLab) was opened at the Leibniz-Institut für Wissensmedien with the strong participation of several LEAD members (Fauth, B., Gawrilow, C., Hesse, F. W., Schmidt-Hertha, B., Schrader, J., Trautwein, U.). The TüDiLab is designed to train prospective teachers of all disciplines for media-based teaching. Student teachers will be able to test and further develop digital teaching concepts with digital media typical for schools. In addition, the TüDiLab enables research on the characteristics and effects of media-based teaching which is a core research field within LEAD.
Theresia Bauer, Minister of Science of Baden-Württemberg, and Bernd Engler, President of the University of Tübingen, sign the agreement for the founding of the Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology.


In September 2014, the Hector Research Institute of Education Sciences and Psychology was founded at the Tübingen University, which will be supported financially for ten or more years by the Hector Foundation II. The generous funding is, to a large extent, a consequence of LEAD’s success in the Excellence Initiative of the German federal and state governments. Together with LEAD and other existing institutions, the new institute strengthens Tübingen as a center for high-level research on education.
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